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The Potential of In-Space Research on Liquefaction
Phenomena and Related Soil Behavior
Nicholas C. Castes, Senior Staff Scientist NASA,
George C. Marshall, Space Flight Center, Alabama
and

Stein Sture, Assistant Professor
Department of Civil, Environmental, and Architectural Engineering, University of Colorado, Boulder

SYNOPSIS Because the constitutive laws for soils are governed mainly by interparticle friction, all
aspects of their mechanical behavior depend strongly on gravitational body forces.
This fact poses
serious limitations on the formulation of a materially objective soil constitutive theory, based on
experimentation performed on earth.
In particular, the presence of the earth's gravity prohibits the
design of controlled experiments to properly simulate a variety of critical phenomena associated with
the dynamic response of soils to seismic excitation in a very low effective confining stress field.
For these reasons, the advent of the space age and, more specifically, the capabilities of the Space
Shuttle-Spacelab for several day experimentation by trained specialists in a "shirt-sleeve," laboratory-controlled environment, under essentially zero-gravity conditions, could offer invaluable opportunities for developing a quantitative understanding of fundamental aspects of soil behavior during
and after an earthquake, which, in turn, could result in significant technological advances in geotechnical earthquake engineering.

INTRODUCTION
Although fundamental phe~omena associated with
such critical states of soil behavior as "liquefaction" and "quick-conditions" had been recognized and understood in principle since the
establishment of soil mechanics as a scientific
field (Terzaghi 1925, 1947; Casagrande 1932, 1936,
1938), over the past 15 years considerable effort
has been devoted toward the development of a
physical understanding of various mechanisms that
are responsible for the dynamic response of soils
to seismic excitation. In particular, a substantial amount of research activities has been concentrated toward understanding the effects of
cycling loading in saturated soils, principally
through intensive laboratory studies performed
on small-scale test specimens. General reference
sources relative to this subject include the following: ASCE, 1976, 1978a,b; Fifth Panaro. Conf.
SMFE, 1975; Geotechnique, 1970-1980; Gudehus,
1977; ICSMFE, 1973, 1977; J. SMF/GT Div., ASCE,
1965-1980; Pande and Zienkiewicz, 1980; Soils and
Foundations, 1966-1980; Wittke,.l979.
Although considerable strides have been made in
both analytical and experimental techniques,
these tests are subject to strong limitations
which, in turn, raise serious questions as to the
degree to which the small-scale test results
depict actual dynamic soil behavior in the field
during and after an earthquake, or subsequent to
a series of seismic events. These experimental
limitations are caused, at least partly, by the
effects of the earth's gravity on critical
aspects of soil behavior both in the laboratory
and in the field (Baligh, 1978, 1979; Bonaparte
and Mitchell, 1980; Castro, 1978; Costes, 1977;
EERI, 1979; Marcuson, 1978; Mitchell, 1978;
Silver 1978; Silver et al., 1979; Sture, 1979,
1980; Sture and costes, 1978; Sture et al., 1979).

Sources of experimental uncertainty caused by
gravitational effects on soil behavior could be
virtually eliminated through experimentation in
space, using the capabilities of the Space
Transportation System (STS) and, in particular,
the laboratory facilities of the Space ShuttleSpacelab system. This reuseable earth-orbital
facility will afford several days experimentation
by trained specialists, under "shirt-sleeve,"
laboratory controlled conditions and in an essentially zero-gravity environment.
Because these new possibilities for geotechnical
experimental research could offer invaluable and
as yet not fully understood opportunities for
advancing the current state of knowledge on soil
constitutive relations, the objectives of this
paper are: (1) to familiarize the profession with
the capabilities of the Spacelab; (2) review
issues in geotechnical earthquake engineering
which cannot be resolved through experimentation
on earth because of uncertainties in the test
results caused by gravitational body forces; and
(3) offer suggestions for possible experimental
concepts that can be used to study fundamental
phenomena on soil behavior in the Space ShuttleSpacelab system.

THE SPACE SHUTTLE-SPACELAB SYSTEM
It is currently anticipated thatin late 1981 the
Space Transportation System (STS) will have completed its half-dozen developmental flights and
it will be ready for routine operations. The
STS (Fig. 1) consists of the main earth-orbiting
spacecraft, called the "Space Shuttle Orbiter,"
an expendable "External Tank (ET) " which contains
the liquid fuel for the Orbiter during launching and, upon launching, is disengaged from
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cabin . Sectional views of the Spacelab module
are shown in Figs. 4 and 5.
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Fig . 1.

Spacelab External Design Features

Space Transportation System (STS)

the system and perishes, and two reuseable
"Solid Rocket Boosters (SRB)" which are also
strapped to the Orbiter during launching and are
later retrieved by parachute .
One of the STS payloads is the "S pacelab " which
is an orbital facility (Figs. 2-5), that provides
a pressurized, "shirt-sleeve" laboratory (the
module) and an unpressurized platform (th e pallet ),
togeth er with certain standard devices (ESA-NASA,
1979). It is also a reuseable payload . As part
of the STS it will be transported to and from
earth orbit in the cargo bay of the Space Shuttle
Orbiter and will remain there through the flight .
The Spacelab will extend the Shuttle capability,
and the Orbiter/Spacelab combination can be
regarded as a short-stay space station which can
r emain in orbit, initially for up to 12 days and
eventually up to 30 days (the nominal mission
duration currently b eing seven days). I n orbit,
the experiments carried by Spacelab will be
operated by a team of up to four payload specialists who will work in the laboratory but
will spend thei r of~-duty time in the Orbiter

Fig. 4 .

Cross-Sectional Views of the Spacelab

Fig. 5.

Fig . 2.

Space Shuttle Orbiter with Spacelab
at Cargo Bay

Spacelab Module Interior

The purpose of the Spacelab is to provide ready
access to space for a broad spectrum of experimenters in many fields and from many nations.
Low-cost techniques are envisaged for experiment
development, integration and operation . The environment foreseen for Spacelab experiments is
relatively mild . Some of the principal parameters are given in Table I. The Orbiter/Spacelab
subsystems provide basic services for running
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TABLE I.

Principal Spacelab Environment
Parameters (ESA/NASA, 1979)

PARAMETER

APPROXIMATE VALUES

ACCELERATION

MAXIMUM 3 g LINEAR ACCELERATION DURING ASCENT AND
DESCENT; TYPICALLY 1G-4 g ON ORBIT.

VIBRATION

146 dB ACOUSTIC NOISE IN CARGO BAY (LAUNCH ONLY I;
136 dB ACOUSTIC NOISE INSIDE MODULE (LAUNCH ONLY);
TYPICALLY 4g RMS RANDOM VIBRATION INPUT TO EQUIP·
MENT IN RACKS IN THE MODULE.

THERMAL

INSIDE THE MODULE: EQUIPMENT COOLING THROUGH
FORCED AIR IN THE RANGE 20 TO 400C, CABIN AIR IN THE
RANGE 18 TO 270C (ADJUSTABLE I. ONE COLD PLATE (10 TO
400C) AND 4kW HEAT EXCHANGER AVAILABLE.
ON PALLET: EQUIPMENT COOLING BY COLD PLATES WITH
TEMPERATURES IN THE RANGE 10 TO 400C.

CONTAMINATION

ARISES FROM ORBITER, SPACE LAB AND EXPERIMENT EQUIP·
MENT. PRECAUTIONS WILL BE TAKEN IN DESIGN TO REDUCE
LEVEL AS FAR AS PRACTICALLY POSSIBLE. DUMPS CAN BE
PROGRAMMED.

the Spacelab itself and for the scientific payloads. These services are available to the experiments via standard interfaces and have been
designed to ensure that near-conventional laboratory-type equipment may be used in the module.
The actual resources available to a given payload are a function of the configuration being
flown. Table II summarizes the services provided in the case of four typical Spacelab
configurations.
Table II.

Spacelab Services for Users (ESA/
NASA, 1979)

SPACE LAB CONFIGURATION

PAYLOAD ~EIGHT (KG) 1

-~:f

~

~ t~
INDEPENOENTl V

SHOAT MOOULE
+9'" PALLET

LONG MODULE

15m PALLET

SUSPENDED PALLET

sooo.eooo

400IHI200

7700.UOO

1100-MOO

8
tOO

"

..

tao

tOO
51

2.5-4.0

•

4.5-5.5

•

VOLUME FOR EXPERIMENT

EQUIPMENTINSIDE MODULE (rnll
ON PALLET (ml)
PALLET MOU..,TING AREA (,.,2)

.,

ELECTRICAL POWER (28V DC
1t5/200 VAT 400 H;r AC)2:

:~::~~~'!-E)lkW)1
ENERGY lkWh)l
EXPERIMENT-SUPPORT COMPUTER

WITH CENTRAL PROCESSING UNIT

2.5-4.5

•-250

-300

•_...,

4.5-5.5

-550

MK CORE MEMORY Of 11811 WOADS,lSOOOOOf'ERATIONS PER SECOND,
15K CORE AVAILABLE TO USERS

AND DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM

DATA HANDliNG:
TRANSMISSION THROUGH ORBITER
STORAGE DIGITAL DATA

UP TO 60 MBPS
lN' TO 30 MBPS
TOTAL OF
3 )( tOtO BITS

INSTRUMENT POINTING
SUBSYSTEM IPS

MOUNTED ON PALLET, WILL PROVIDE ARC SECOND POINTING FOR
PAYLOADS UP TO liXIO KG

1.

2.

DEPENDS ON THE AMOUNT OF
MISSION.OEPENOENT EQUIPMENT FLOWN.
DEPENDS ON THE POWER AND
ENERGY CONSUMED BY MISSION·
DEPENDENT EQUIPMENT AND
THE DEGREE OF USAGE BY
SWITCHABLE SUBSYSTEM EQUIPMENT.

UP TO 50 MBPS
UP TO 30 MBPS
TOTAL Of
3 X totO BITS

UP TO 50 MBPS
UP TO 1 MBPS
TOTAL OF
3 X to9 BITS

UP TO 50 MBPS
UP TO 1 MBPS
TOTAL OF
3 X to9 BITS4

3.

ENERGY CAN BE INCREASED BY THE
ADDITION OF PAYLOAO..CHARGEABLE
KITS, EACH PROVIDING MCikWh AND
WEIGHING APPROXIMATELY 360KG
(AT LANDING)

4.

USING ORBITER PAYLOAD RECORDER

The relative importance of the Spacelab to potential geotechnical research performed in space may
be summarized in the following excerpts from an
evaluation of this facility by geotechnical engineering specialists, conducted during a workshop
which took place at the Marshall Space Flight
Center (MSFC) and which was organized and directed by the Earthquake Engineering Research Institute (EERI) under the auspices of the National
Science Foundation and the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration (EERI, 1979):
"The unique capability to conduct long-duration experimentation in a manned laboratory facility in space offers
potentially significant opportunities for geotechnical research. The greatest potential for Space experiments
resides in the explanation of the fundamental phenomena of
soil behavior, knowledge of which should benefit all areas
of geotechnical engineering, including earthquake

engineering. The unique features of Spacelab are the
availability for sustained periods (several days) of high
vacuum and zero-gravity conditions."
"The immediate use of Spacelab for geotechnical research,
however, relates to the sustained zero-gravity environment.
Heretofore, the only zero-gravity testing opportunities
were in the MSFC and other NASA drop-tower facilities
and in parabolic flight trajectories of aircraft and rockets,
neither of which offers adequate time for sample preparation and testing. "
"Zero-gravity studies assume special importance in soils
as opposed to other engineering materials because of the
strong gravity dependence of all aspects of their mechanical
behavior. This dependence is due to the fact that the
mechanical properties of soils are determined mainly by
interparticle friction, whereas the properties of other
engineering materials are almost purely cohesive and are
therefore essentially gravity in dependent. "

Typical issues on phenomena, properties and processes related to geotechnical earthquake engineering, which could be resolved through an enhanced understanding of soil constitutive relations in the absence of gravitational body
forces, will be further elaborated on in the
following sections.
THE STS-SPACELAB ENVIRONMENT DURING EARTH
ORBITAL FLIGHTS - BASIC ASPECTS OF MATERIAL
BEHAVIOR IN SPACE
Low Gravity
A spacecraft orbiting at an altitude of 400 km
is only 6 percent farther from the center of the
Earth than it would be if it were resting on the
Earth's surface. Accordingly, from Newton's law,
the gravitational attraction at that altitude is
only 12 percent less than the surface value and
the spacecraft with all its contents are very
much under the influence of the earth's gravity.
The phenomenon of weightlessness occurs because
the spacecraft and its contents are in a state
of free fall.
From Einstein's principle of
equivalence, the physical behavior inside a
system in free fall is identical to that inside
a system far removed from gravitating matter.
Therefore, the term "zero gravity" for a free
falling system is technically correct.
A zero-gravity environment is an ideal situation
that, in practice, can never be completely realized in an orbiting spacecraft, because there
are a number of operational effects that produce artificial gravity forces. Among other
factors, these effects depend on the orientation
of the spacecraft during earth orbital flight.
Fig. 6 shows three such typical orientations.
Objects released motionless with respect to the
spacecraft will assume flight paths within the
spacecraft that depend on the spacecraft orientation and their relative position with respect
to the center of mass of the spacecraft. Accelerations required to constrain an object in a
fixed position relative to the spacecraft are of
the order of lo-7 g for each meter away from its
center of mass.
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TABLE III.
X-AXIS
DIRECTED
INTO PAGE
ORBIT

z
z8z

y

\1

y

y

Acceleration G-Levels and Sources*

~

DISTURBANCE LEVEL

AERODYNAMIC DRAG

1o-9 g - 1o-8 g

GRAVITY GRADIENT FORCE

10"7 g- 10"6 g

LEFT, RIGHT FLASH EVAPORATORS

2. 10"6 g

BOTH FLASH EVAPORATORS
WATER DUMP

1. 10' 7 g
4•10-Sg

VERNIER THRUSTERS

5 • 1o·5 g - 5 x 1o·4 g

CREW MOTION (NOMINAL)

10"4 g

CREW MOTION (VIGOROUS)

10"3 g

COMMENTS

}

}

QUASI-STEADY

DIRAC DELTA
FUNCTION-LIKE
DISTURBANCES
FREQUENCY

}

BANDWIDTH
0.3 TO 2Hz

y

"THE VALUES IN THIS TABLE ARE APPROPRIATE FOR SPACE LAB 3 MISSION.

Z-LOCAL VERTICAL
FLIGHT MODE

Fig. 6). Such orientation will be assumed for
low-gravity missions, dedicated to materials
processing in space or other activities which
may also include soil behavior studies.

X

8
y

X

X

INERTIAL HOLD FLIGHT MODE

STS-Orbiter Attitudes

Fig. 6.

The residual atmosphere, even at orbital altitude, exerts a slight drag on the spacecraft and
causes a small deceleration. Fig. 7 shows the
magnitude of such deceleration as a function of
orbital altitude. At an altitude of 400 km, the
force imparted to the spacecraft from this drag
is approximately lo-6 kN/m2, which is only one
hundredth-millionth of the atmospheric pressure
on the earth's surface. For Skylab, this atmospheric drag resulted in decelerations of the
order of lo-6 to lo-7 g.

~
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...."'
~
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400
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1200
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Fig. 7.

The composition of the residual atmosphere at an
altitude of 400 km is quite different from that
of the atmosphere at sea level.
Instead of having 78 percent nitrogen and 21 percent oxygen,
with traces of argon, carbon dioxide, and so on,
the residual atmosphere consists predominantly
of monatomic oxygen. Nitrogen and helium are
the next most abundant species and contribute 5
to 20 percent of the residual atmosphere, depending on the solar activity. The atmospheric den~
sity is less than one-billionth that of the sea
level atmosphere. A consequence of this low
density at orbital altitudes is that the residual
atmosphere plays a negligible role in thermal
transport, either by convection or conduction.
The thermal control of the spacecraft must,
therefore, be accomplished by radiation balance.
The atmospheric pressure at 400 km altitude is
approximately l0-7 torr. Although this is not
considered an ultrahigh vacuum, nonmetallic
materials present on the exterior of the spacecraft can liberate significant quantities of
vapor in such an environment. These outgassing
products consist of adsorbed gas and water vapor,
plasticizers, unreacted monomers, and fragments
of the polymeric materials, usually methyl sili·cones, which are commonly used for paints,
binders and adhesives. These molecules typically
diffuse from their origin to other regions of the
spacecraft surface where they may redeposit and
react under the influence of ultraviolet radiation from unfiltered sunlight to form films that
can interfere with the optical and thermal control of a variety of components.

DRAG DECELERATION

200

Atmosphere - Space Vacuum Facility

Drag Deceleration vs. Orbital Altitude

These decelerations represent the quiescent background associated with near-Earth orbital flight.
Normal operations within a spacecraft produce
additional accelerations of a random nature (gjitter). Table III shows typical accelerations
and their frequency band width which are associated with normal operations within a spacecraft in a Gravity Gradient Flight Mode (see,

To remain in circular orbit at 400 km, a spacecraft must travel at a speed of approximately
7.85 km/s.
Since this is several times faster
than the average speed of molecules in its
vicinity, the spacecraft creates a bow wave and
wake analogous to a boat moving in water. The
wake region of the shadow of the spacecraft is
essentially devoid of material. The pressure on
the surface of the spacecraft facing the direction of motion is increased by this effect to a
value between lo- 4 and lo-6 torr, depending on
the altitude. On the other hand, if an observer
looks aft into the wake of the spacecraft, most
atmospheric molecules will be moving away from
him. The only exceptions are occasional light
atoms such as hydrogen or helium that have much
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higher velocity than the average velocity of the
spacecraft and can, therefore, overtake it.
The flux of molecules incident on a surface
oriented toward the wake direction is only 10 6
to 107 molecules/cm2/s, which is equivalent to a
pressure of only lo-14 to lo-15 torr. This is
less than one-quadrillionth of the atmospheric
pressure on Earth and is equal or better than
the vacuum obtained in the best facilities on
Earth. The surface of a clean shield specially
prepared to minimize outgassing can, thus, provide a unique ultrahigh vacuum facility, as
shown in Fig. 8.
ULTRAHIGH VACUUM REGION

..

......a:
...
~

:;!

•

DIRECTION OF MOTION
7.85 KM/S

Fig. 8.

Space Vacuum Facility Concept
(Naumann and Herring, 1980)

This space vacuum facility has an additional
advantage in that it can accept high heat loads
which the ground facilities cannot, because of
their cryogenic walls.
In addition, the space
vacuum facility has virtually infinite pumping
capacity, unlike its terrestrial counterparts.
In view of these considerations, a space vacuum
facility would be ideal for preparing ultraclean
surfaces or ultrapure granular materials by
high-temperature evaporation, in conjunction
with basic studies on adhesion-friction mechanisms related to the frictional characteristics
of soils.
Absence of Buoyancy-Driven Convection
The weightless environment of space offers a
new dimension for the study of solid-fluid
interactions in multiphase media such as soils.
Convective flow is a result of virtually every
earth-based process involving fluids in which
there are nonvertical thermal gradients.
Because almost all fluids expand when heated,
even the slightest temperature difference causes
the warmer element to become less dense (or more
dense in the few cases such as water below 4°C
for which the fluid contracts when warmed).
In
a gravity field, the less dense fluid element
weighs less and, therefore, is displaced by the
heavier fluid, as shown in Fig. 9.
A second type of convection, referred to as
unstable convection, results whenever a more
dense fluid is above a less dense fluid. Such
an unstable situation can be maintained provided
the buoyant forces driving the flow are small
compared to the viscous forces opposing it, so

....
0
0

[]-OM

SOLID

(.J

Fig. 9.

.....
0
:z:

Natural Convection in a 1-g
Environment Induced by Nonvertical Thermal Gradients
(Naumann and Herring, 1980)

that an element that starts to rise has time to
equilibrate with its surroundings. After a certain critical density gradient is reached, the
element rises too fast to maintain its equilibrium
and spontaneous flow results, usually in the
form of cells or vortex rolls that generally
cause more mixing than the conventional convection
discussed previously .
Similar convective flows may be produced by fluid
compositional differences. The density of a
liquid depends on the amount of dissolved material in it. Accordingly, if there are concentration gradients in the liquid, as often is the
case in soil pore water, the different densities
existing in regions with different amounts of
dissolved material will result in a convective
flow driven by buoyancy forces just as in the
case of temperature gradients.
The virtual elimination of gravity-driven convection may have a number of important applications
in controlling interface kinetics in interstitial
fluids within soil masses and, along with the
absence of gravity induced hydrostatic pressure,
may enhance considerably our basic understanding
of pore water pressure build up and dissipation
under both monotonic and cyclic loading.
A dimensionless parameter called the Grashof
number, which is the ratio of buoyancy to viscous force, characterizes convective flow.
This
number is given by the expression
3

Gr

~

ll

2

!Jp
p

(l)

in which S is the coefficient of thermal expansion,
g is the acceleration of gravity, £ is the characteristic dimension, !JT is the temperature variation,
and ll is the kinematic viscosity of the fluid. Two
quite different systems will have the same scale
convection flow if their Grashof numbers are the
same. The actual flow velocity is given by
v'Gr)l/£.
It is important to recognize that simply setting
g equal to a low value in the Grashof number does
not really describe an orbital environment. The
higher accelerations from internal motions do not
represent a net impulse, because each acceleration
increment is offset by an equal and opposite acceleration increment a short time later. Thruster
firings represent net momentum changes, but they
are of short duration (see, Table III). Therefore
they do not drive sustained flows.
Only the very '
low accelerations resulting from drag or kinematic
reactions associated with slightly different
Keplerian orbits can produce sustained flows.
In
addition, simulation of a microgravity, lo-6 g,
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convective field within a soil mass in a 1-g
environment, ·to give the same Grashof number,
would require either to make all dimensions 100
times smaller, or employing a fluid which is
1000 times more viscous than the actual f~uid, or
reducing the temperature variations by 10 . Such
a system would, of course, have entirely different
physico-chemical properties than an ordinary soilwater-electrolyte system and, hence, such simulation would be impossible on earth.
Absence of Sedimentation and Buoyancy
When a particle (such as solid, a gas bubble, or
a droplet of an immiscible liquid) is immersed in
a fluid, it is subjected to a buoyancy force given
by the product of the volume of the particle, the
acceleration of gravity, and the difference in
density between the particle and the suspending
fluid.
This force produces an acceleration that
causes the particle to rise or settle, depending
on the sign of the density difference term. The
motion is opposed by the drag force, which for
small velocities can be shown to be proportional
to the linear dimension of the particle, the vis-cosity of the fluid, and the particle velocity.
For a sphere, the drag force is given by the
Stokes expression
( 2)

in which a is the radius of the sphere, n is the
viscosity of the suspending fluid, and v is the
particle velocity.
The particle will quickly reach a velocity determined by equating the drag force to the buoyancy
force, and for a sphere the velocity is given by
v

2a

2

( p - p') g
9n

(3)

For aqueous solutions, n ~ 10- 2 g/crn/s, and the
Stokes velocity is on the order of
v(crn/s) ~ 10

4

a

2

(ern)

in the earth's gravitational field.
For particles
with sizes in th~ te~s of rn~1rorneters (silt size),
the Stokes veloclty lS ~ 10
crn/s, and settling
times are tens of hours. As the particles approach
micrometer sizes (clay size), the gravitational
potential energy approaches the thermal energy
of the molecules in the liquid. This means that
the random molecular collisions produce forces
comparable to the buoyant forces, and the particles tend to be kept in suspension by these
random velocities (Brownian motion). Thus, in the
earth's gravity it is possible to maintain a stable
suspension of particles only if they are smaller
than~ l ~rn in size; i.e., single clay particles.

instance the removal of unwanted bubbles, will not
occur in low gravity; therefore, attention must be
given to alternative techniques for accomplishing
such important separations.
The absence of sedimentation can only be poorly
simulated on earth.
Gentle stirring can be used
to maintain a suspension, provided the Stokes
velocity is not too high. However, the flows
involved often produce other unwanted effects,
such as coagulation, that can limit its usefulness.
It is also possible to rotate a container
so that the particles that tend to settle are
carried by the viscous forces in the rotating
fluid and the gravitational force vector effectively rotates around the particle, thereby
averaging to zero.
The limiting factor in this
process is the centrifugal force which causes
denser particles to drift slowly to the perimeter of the container and less dense particles to
drift to the center.
These effects may have a pronounced influence on
the behavior of soil specimens prepared on Earth,
using pluviation techniques. The effects of the
absence of sedimentation and buoyancy in sample
preparation will be discussed in later sections
of this paper.
Absence of Gravity-Induced Hydrostatic Pressure
speaking, it is the absence of gravitylnduced hydrostatic pressure due to gravitational
body forces that accounts for the absence of buoyant forces, which in turn results in the elimination of natural convection and sedimentation processes taking place on Earth, as discussed previously. Another aspect of the absence of hydrostatic pressure due to gravitational body forces
is the elimination of the tendency for a liquid
or a solid, or a soil mass, to deform under its
own weight. This means that liquids will take a
shape that tends to minimize their surface energy.
Menisci formed at interfaces of gas-liquid-solid
or liquid-liquid-solid systems will be determined
solely by surface tension without distortion
caused by hydrostatic pressure. This behavior
should permit a more detailed investigation of
a number of wetting and spreading phenomena, particularly effects such as contact angle hysteresis and moving interfaces. Other studies that
can be aided by the absence of gravity-induced
hydrostatic pressure include critical point
phase transitions, the shape and stability of
liquid bridges or floating zones, and the coalescence of liquid droplets.
~trictly

From these considerations, it appears that in
the absence of gravitational body forces and
buoyancy, the space environment should provide
an ).deal testing environment for studying the
behavior of partially saturated soils under both
monotonic and cyclic loading.
In addition to
In a low gravity environment, it should be possible such studies which are directly related to geotechnical earthquake engineering, other studies
to maintain a suspension of much larger particles.
on soil behavior could also be performed inThis can be both an advantage and a disadvantage.
cluding among others:
investigations on'the
For instance, one may be able to study the influinfluence of capillary pressures, developed at
ence of short- and long-range interparticle forces
the ~u~face of saturated soil samples, on the
of attraction and repulsion on the behavior of
fine-grained soils, flocculation processes,
stablllty and constitutive behavior of such
development of soil structure in granular materials, samples; shrinkage characteristics; dessication
and other phenomena which will be discussed in later and swelling processes, etc.
sections of this paper. On the other hand, many
of the convenient separations provided by buoyancy
which one tends to take for granted on earth, as for
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GRAVITY EFFECTS ON SOIL BEHAVIOR
In the classical approach to solution of geotechnical and soil-structure interaction problems
one needs to characterize the material's constitutive be~avior and perform a stress analysis
to determ1ne the stresses and deformations in
the engineering structure in order to assess its
stability and serviceability. With many advances that have been achieved to date in theoretical and applied mechanics and in the field of
numerical methods, together with the availability
of large-capacity computer systems, the most
serious obstacles which could hinder the adequacy
of a geotechnical engineering analysis are the
proper ~odeling of.material behavior and proper
assumpt1ons regard1ng the boundary conditions
associated with a given problem. Such tasks are
complicated by the complex behavior of particles
or groups of particles relative to each other
which may involve varying degrees of particle'
crushi~g. Fig. 10 shows an element of dry granular so1l at equilibrium which is subjected to

facets of earth-based simulation studies and
lunar manned mission activities throughout the
Apollo program (Costes and Mitchell, 1970;
Costes et al., 1970, 1971, 1972, 1973; Scott et
al., 1971; Mitchell et al., 1971, 1972, 1973,
1974; Carrier and Mitchell, 1973). Fig. 11 shows
the effect of various gravity levels on the cone
penetration resistance of two terrestrial soils
used as lunar soil simulants. The penetration
resistance tests were performed on board a KC135 aircraft during parabolic flight trajectories, resulting in a local gravitational environment of 1/6 g, 1 g, and 2 g. Each of these
testing conditions could last for about 30 seconds during each "parabola," giving adequate
time to perform a cone penetration test at the
standard rate of 3 em/sec. Similar evidence
has been obtained from investioations on the
mechanical behavior of Martian-soils, performed
in the planet's 3/8-g gravity environment during the Viking program (Shorthill et al., l976a,
b,c; Moore et al., 1976, 1978, 1979, 1981).
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in which ox, oy and Oz are normal compressive
stresses, acting respectively along the axes
x, y and z, Kox and K0 y are coefficients of
lateral soil pressure at rest and p is the dry
bulk density of the soil.
If, on the other
hand, an external force field is applied to the
same soil element, the net influence of g on the
resulting deformation process cannot be shown
explicitly, because its effect on each of themultiple interactions of individual particles in contact, which in turn control the bulk material
behavior under stress, is indeterminate.
Reduced-gravity effects on the behavior of
lunar surface soils, consisting of granular,
slightly cohesive soils, in the silt to finesand particle size range, was evidenced in all
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Gravity Effects on Cone Penetration
Resistance of Soils. Note Effect of
Soil Type (Costes et al., 1971).

At low intergranular stresses, which can result
either from low applied stresses or from excess
pore fluid pressures developed within the soil
mass_without corresponding changes in the total
appl1ed stresses, the presence of gravitational
bo~y_forces acting on solid particles and interst1t1al fluids exerts a pronounced influence on
movements of individual particles or particle
9roups. ~u~h movements, in turn, cause changes
1n t~e so1l s fabric.
Because of particle interl~c~1ng, changes ~n soil fabric result in sign1~1ca~t changes 1n the frictional component contr1but1ng to the soil's strength and deformational
character~stics.
Figs. 12 and 13 are examples of
such_pa~t7cle mov7ments_during cyclic shearing.
The 1nd1v1dual so1l gra1ns shown in the first
exam~le are essentially of equal size.
Cyclic
st~a1ns resu~t in packing changes within this
so1l mass wh1ch affect its liquefaction
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Packing Changes Occurring in a
Particulate Group During Cyclic
Loading (Youd, 1977)
SHEARING

REVERSE SHEARING

As another example of particle segregation
caused by gravity-induced percolation, Fig. 14
is a photomosaic of thin sections showing the
results of vibration tests on a mixture of coarse,
dense basalt grains (Sieve No. 20-30; specific
gravity: 2.89) and finer, less dense, Ottawa
sand (Sieve No. 30-40; specific gravity: 2.66)
reported by Botts and Costes (1981). In these
tests the coarser and heavier basalt particles
had been placed initially at the bottom of a
cylindrical test container, oriented with its
longitudinal axis along the vertical, and the
top surface of the mixture was unconfined. The
mixture was then subjected to a horizontal,
sinusoidal vibratory motion (double amplitude:
0.03 in.; frequency: 56 Hz) for two minutes.
The resulting grain-size distribution profile,
as shown in Fig. 14, clearly indicates a gradation of particles with the coarser and heavier
particles located toward the top of the
specimen.
DIRECTION OF
VIBRATION
TOP

CRUSHED BASALT
(COARSE, DARK PARTICLES}
S.G. 2.89

AT INITIAL STAGE:
A.
OPENING AT BOTTOM OF VOID TOO SMALL TO ALLOW PASSAGE OF
OVERLYING GRAINS
B.
SMALL GRAINS NOT ABLE TO ROLL OR SLIDE OFF LARGE GRAIN
C.

SMALL GRAINS BRIDGING GAP.

Fig. 13.

Packing Changes and Gravity-Induced
Particle Percolation in Granular Soil
During Cyclic Shearing (Botts and
Costes, 1980)

susceptibility. The second example illustrates
the effect of cyclic shear on a granular soil
consisting of different size grains.
In this
case, both packing changes and gravity-induced
particle segregation can take place within the
soil mass. Such changes in soil fabric affect
the soil drainage characteristics, and hence
the build-up of excess pore fluid pres~ures
'
generated within the same soils by cyclic loading. Accordingly, they can have pronounced effec~s on the stability of such masses under the
act~on of a single or a series of earthquakes.
According to Youd and Hoose (1977) besides
geologic age, elevation of water t~ble and
depth ~f burial below ground surface, ~ne of the
geolog~c and hydrologic factors which control
t~e susc~ptibility of a soil deposit to liquefact~on dur~ng an earthquake is the environment of
deposition.
In particular, the degree of particle
sorting, amount of compaction during sedimentation, and grain-size class are major factors controlling liquefaction susceptibility. The
greater.the sort~ng and.the looser the packing
of part~cles dur~ng sed~mentation, the greater
the potential for the soil mass to liquefy and
cause ground failures such as flow landslides
laterally spreading landslides, bearing capaclty
failures, and ground settlement (Youd, 1975).

Fig. 14.

OTTAWA SAND
(FINE, LIGHT PARTICLES}
S.G. 2.66

Grain Size Distribution Profile
(Rotated 90° Counterclockwise),
Resulting from Gravity-Induced
Particle Percolation during
Vibration (Botts and Costes, 1980).

A quantitative understanding of the mechanisms
controlling particle segregation processes within a granular mass is of paramount importance in
understanding the nature of inherent or induced
material inhomogeneities within such a mass and
the effect of these inhomogeneities on material
behavior (see, for instance, Fig. 15). In
densely-packed soil grain assemblies undergoing
shear, the tendency of individual grains to override one another in the general direction of
shear causes loosening of particle interlocking
and volume changes in the void spaces between
grains which result in a net dilatation of the
soil mass.
Because of these dilatancy effects
several mechanisms for particle segregation ca~
be operative during the process of shear (Botts
and Costes, 1981), including among others the
following: (1) particle convection or dispersion
due to shear mixing, with the larger-size particles tending to disperse farther away from the
shear zone and along a direction perpendicular to
the d~rection.of shear; (2) gravity-induced percolat~on of d~slocated, unstressed grains
with
the smaller-size particles having a bette~ chance
to undergo sta~es in.which ~hey are not actively
stressed by ne~ghbor~ng gra~ns and filter downward, through adjacent, enlarged void spaces
between coarser particles; and (3) particle or
particle/fluid interactions with free surfaces
or confining boundaries which, depending on the
slo~e of the free surfaces or confining boundar~es, may or may not be gravity dependent.
Regarding the latter source for particle segregation, tests performed by Bagnold (1954) have
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GRAINS, MATERIAL RESPONSI: TO EXTERNAL STRESS

DEPENDS ON PECIMEN ORIENTATION.

Gravity Dependence of Fabric Formation
and Material Behavior (Sture and Costes,
1978)

indicated that any criterion for the persistence
of turbulence in interstititial fluids, stirred
at high grain concentrations, is likely to
include a function of the ratio of the size of
the whole system to the size of individual
grains. The same tests have indicated that small
eddies are suppressed more readily than large;
however, the additional shear stress due to additional turbulence in the interstitial fluid
should be negligible.
It is conceivable that
such solid/fluid interactions in dense, granular masses could be induced by wave or tsunami
action.
From these considerations, it appears that parti~le segr~gation on the local scale may affect
~o1l behav1or on a test specimen scale, and, thus
1mpede the analysis of experimental results from
laboratory tests performed under prescribed
stress- and, especially, strain-path conditions.
Furthermore, under the action of gravitational
b~dy for~es as follower loads, local equilibrium
b1furcat1on phe~omena (Vardoul~kis, 1976, 1977a,b,
1979; Vardoulak1s et al., 1978), which could also
be ~riggered by gravity-induced particle percolat::on, may.propagate through a "falling-domino"
cha~n rea~t1on and impair the stability of an
en~1re so1l mass.
Through such branching mechan1sms, strain softening in dense and brittle
ge~logic material~ often result in stability
fa1lures.
Accord1ngly, in many instances weak
~or~e~ resulti~g from the action of gravity on
1nd1v~du~l.gra1ns co~ld be sufficient to carry
~way 1nd1v1dual part1cles or grain clusters dur1ng.the process of shear.
In such cases, the
act1o~ of these weak forces could be sufficient
to t:1gger collapse mechanisms even in test
~pec1mens or large soil masses that are subJected to stress levels far above those exerted
by the weight of individual soil particles.
1-g enviro~ment, it is virtually impossible
1solate gra~1ty-independent processes of part1cle segregat1on and their effect on soil behavior.
Limited quantitative information can be
obtained from "neutral buoyancy" tests in which
solid grains are mixed with fluids of the same
density (Bagnold, 1954, 1966). However, differences between the experimental conditions in
such tests and actual conditions with reaard to
the fluid ~iscosity, hydro-dynamic drag,.and
other phys1co-chemical interactions between the
solid and fluid ~hases of the test mixture, may
render the exper1mental results of limited value.
It appears, therefore, that the only environment
In

t~

~

in which gravity-independent particle segregation
processes can be studied in an unambiguous manner
is the near-zero g environment of the Spacelab.
Such studies would aid significantly in the
interpretation of experimental results from
mechanical tests on granular media which might
be performed either on earth or in space.
Chemical and physico-chemical forces of solidsolid and solid-fluid interaction also influence
the mechanical behavior of both cohesionless and
cohesive soils (Ladd and Kinner, 1967; Lambe,
1960; Mitchell, 1976; Rosenqvist, 1959, 1977;
Yong and Warkentin, 1975). However, among other
factors, the effect of such short- and longrange interparticle forces on soil behavior is
conditioned by the relative spacing and orientation of particle surfaces; i.e., by the soil's
fabric which in turn is controlled by the action
of gravitational body forces and boundary tractions. It is therefore evident that at low intergranular stresses and in the absence of chemical
cementation between solid grains, the presence
of a gravitational force field masks the true
nature of the intrinsic bulk mechanical properties of multiphase media such as soils and introduces uncertainties in their quantitative
evaluation, if such evaluation is based on
terrestrial laboratory testing.
The fabric of a soil mass and the interparticle
force system which is active within the same
mass and controls the fabric stability are
referred to, collectively, as the soil "structure" (Mitchell, 1976). Thus, it is conceivable
that two soil masses may have identical fabrics
and yet exhibit different properties because of
different interparticle force systems. The
fabric stability of coarse-grained soils is
influenced by the presence or absence of cementing materials at interparticle contacts. The
fabric stability of fine-grained soils is sensitive to changes in chemical environment
(Mitchell, 1976).
As discussed by Mitchell (1976), numerous hypotheses have been advanced over the past 55 years
concerning soil fabrics, their formation, and
their stability. At one time, it was thought
that distinct fabrics were associated uniquely
with specific sedimentary environments. For
example, Fig. 16 shows schematically a model of
marine clay structure, hypothesized by Casagrande
(1932) to account for marine clay sensitivity.
Such a fabric was assumed to form as a consequence of simultaneous deposition of flocculant
clay particles, silt and sand grains in the salt
water environment (Fig. 17). Scanning electron
micrographs of undisturbed soil fabrics (Collins
and McGown, 1974), show similarities between
these actual soil fabrics and that postulated by
Casagrande (Fig. 16). However, as Mitchell (1976)
points out, modern studies show that some of
these early hypotheses may not necessarily
account for all factors for soil fabric formation
and stability. Both particle arrangements and
interparticle forces, as influenced by chemical
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BETWEEN GRAINS

Fig. 18.

Fig. 16.

Structure of Marine Clay
(Casagrande, 1932)

Structure of "Quick Clay"
and Peck, 1948)

(Terzaghi

Another model advanced by Skempton and Northey
(1952) shows the effect of leaching in producing
metastable structure in marine clay (Fig. 19).
Leaching appears to be the main process for increasing the sensitivity of marine or estuarine
clays. According to this model, a reduction in
salt concentration reduces the thickness of the
adsorbed layers and the proportion of "free"
water is greatly increased. Consequently, upon
remodeling, there is more of this free water
available than before leaching and the remolding
strength is lower in the leached clay.
ADSORBED
LAYER
FREE
WATER

I

(a) BEFORE LEACHING

Fig. 19.
Fig. 17.

Process of Sedimentation in Sea Water,
Resulting in Honeycomb Structure Consisting of Flocks and Individual Grains,
Shown in Fig. 12 (Casagrande, 1932)

(b) AFTER LEACHING

Effect of leaching on undisturbed
marine clay (Skempton and Northey,
19 52)

conditions associated with deposition and in the
p0re water, were recognized as important by
Lambe (1953, 1958) and Rosenqvist (1955). The
structures of clays formed in salt, brackish, or
fresh water environment differ, however, because
of differences in electrochemical environment,
rate of accumulation, turbulence during sedimentation, post depositional changes and other
factors (Mitchell, 1976).

In addition to test limitations associated with
"quick clay" behavior, creep phenomena and strain
softening of clays, occurring under undrained
conditions during or after cyclic loading, have
been observed even in clays of medium to low
sensitivity (Castro and Christian, 1976; Koutsoftas, 1978; Sangrey et al., 1969, 1978; Seed,
1968; Seed and Chan, 1966). Such phenomena have
not been understood well as yet and could be
attributed, at least partly, to soil structure
changes.

Although, in general, clay-rich deposits appear
to be less susceptible to liquefaction than
loose, saturated, cohesionless soils with mostly
rounded grains (Thiers and Seed, 1968; Seed,
1968, Youd and Hoose, 1977), seismic disturbance
of highly sensitive or "quick clays" can indeed
result in catastrophic ground failures (Terzaghi,
1925, 1947; Terzaghi and Peck, 1948; Mitchell,
19 76) . Fig. 18 shows a model of "quick clay"
fabric, postulated by Terzaghi and Peck (1948).
According to the same authors, such soil structures can never be reproduced in terrestrial
laboratories nor can they be sampled in situ and
transferred to the laboratory for testing without being disturbed.

In view of these considerations, the Spacelab
environment should provide ideal testing conditions for enhancing current knowledge on soil
structure formation and stability. In the absence
of gravity-induced intergranular stresses, particle sedimentation and buoyancy-driven convection
it should be possible to completely decouple the
effects of interparticle attractive and repulsive
forces from gravity effects on soil structure
forming processes and disturbance.
It should
also be possible to simulate particle sedimentation processes at controlled rates, through
centrifuge action.
In such studies, mineral
grains of different sizes, shapes, physical
properties, surface characteristics and chemical
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composition could be subjected to different sedimentation processes which could take place in
vacuum, air, or different chemical environments
of soil-water-electrolyte systems. Depending on
their size, the resulting "soil masses" could be
exposed to a variety of controlled and closely
monitored ambient environments, forcing functions,
or other structure disturbing agents (both mechanical and electrochemical), at effective confining pressures ranging from zero to a few
hundred kilo-Pascals.
The results from such studies should provide
quantitative information on a multitude of issues
associated with soil structure formation and
stability.
This information should in turn
enhance other studies performed on earth or in
space for the purpose of gaining a better fundamental understanding of mechanisms controlling
soil behavior, including among others:
(l) soil
creep, sensitivity and thixotropic phenomena;
(2) material response to quasi-static, cyclic,
or dynamic loading, at very low effective confining pressures, with or without drainage capabilities; (3) true nature of soil cohesion and
tensile strength of fine-grained soils containing
clay minerals (Bonaparte and Mitchell, 1980);
and (4) influence of capillary instabilities of
both the Kelvin and Laplace type (Haynes, 1976)
on structure formation and behavior of partially
saturated soils.
When a vapor condenses within a finely porous
medium, the relationship between the volume condensed V and the equilibrium relative vapor
pressure very often shows hysteresis (Fig. 20a).
The relative vapor pressure p/pO is related to
the mean curvature C of the interface between
condensate and vapor, by the Kelvin equation
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Fig. 20.

(a) Capillary condensation of n-pentane
in porous glass at 30°C. (b) Capillarypressure deficiency of water in packing
of ca, 1 llU1\ glass beads. (Haynes, 19 76)

exemplified, respectively, by a spherical liquid
droplet in Kelvin equilibrium with its vapor
(Kelvin unstable), and by a cylindrical fluid
interface whose length exceeds its circumference
(Laplace unstable).
Consideration of a geometrically simple model
(Everett and Haynes, 1972), shows that during the
condensation of vapor inside a long, open-ended,
cylindrical capillary tube, instabilities of both
the Kelvin and Laplace types occur separately,
leading respectively to spontaneous condensation
(increase in V) and spontaneous interfacial movement (decrease in the effective area A
). A
eff
eff
is defined as the sum of interfacial contributions
to the free energy in a solid/liquid/vapor (s/£/v)
system; i.e.,

( 5)

in which o is the surface or interfacial tension,
v is the molar volume of condensed liquid, T is
tfte absolute temperature, and R is the universal
gas constant. Thus, in the hysteresis region,
the V-C relationship is not single-valued.
The
same phenomenon is manifested by the capillary
pressure, which (expressed as a hydrostatic
pressure difference 6P) represents the tenacity
with which a fluid is retained by a porous medium. 6P is related to the curvature by the
Laplace equation
6P

oC ,

(6)

Thus, the capillary pressure curve (Fig. 20b)
also shows hysteresis because of the multiplevalued nature of the V-C relationship.
The existence of such hysteresis loops indicates
the occurrence of thermodynamically irreversible
processes. A general thermodynamic account of
the zero-gravity behavior of fluid interfaces in
porous media has recently been developed by
Everett and Haynes (1972, 1975). Two types of
static instability are distinguished; Kelvin instability (or instability with respect to variations
of vapor pressure) , and Laplace instability (or
instability with respect to perturbations from a
state of uniform mean curvature).
These may be

(7)

in which A£v and As£ are the areas of liquid/
vapor and solid/liquid interface, and 8 is the
contact angle at the (s/t/v) intersection,
measured through the liquid.
Further instabilities of both kinds occur during
desorption (Fig. 21). The entropy production in
the hysteresis cycle predicted by this model can
thus be calculated from the unduloidal configurations involved (Everett and Haynes, 1972).
Equilibrium configurations of a capillary interface enclosing a given volume of liquid then
correspond to extreme values of Aeff' and for
such configurations, the Gauss equation holds:

d A
---,;-:e:::.:f=-f=- = C
dV

(8)

In terrestrial gravity, stable equilibrium corresponds not to a simple minimisation of A
,
eff
but to a balance between gravitational and interfacial effects.
This can be illustrated be reference to the family of axially symmetric, gravity-
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space, from the so-called "pore blocking" effect
(Everett, 1967).

L

K

K =KELVIN INSTABILITY
L = LAPLACE INSTABILITY
N =NEUTRAL EQUILIBRIUM

Fig. 21.

Instabilities in the liquid/vapor
equilibrium within a cylindrical
capillary (Haynes, 1976).

distorted interfaces, whose geometry has been
extensively studied by, for example, Padday
(1971). Thus, in terms of the quantities defined
for the volume-constrained pendent drop, shown in
Fig. 22, the analogue of Gauss equation is

and the condition for stability is

G: position of
e.g. of liquid
mass
zg and zt: z-coordinates of G
and contact
line with soild
Ct: fluid interfacial curvature at zt

z

VOLUME-CONSTRAINED PENDANT DROP:
CONDITION FOR STABILITY:

Fig. 22.

o dC t

>g l::!.p dZg

Volume-constrained pendent drop
(Haynes, 1976).
A uniform cylinder is clearly an inadequate
model of the void space in a real porous medium,
such as a soil mass, in which the pores are of a
more complicated shape (non-circular, nonuniform cross-section) and are interconnected.
In
pores of nonuniform cross-section, a second kind
of Laplace instability occurs, associated with
spontaneous movements of the three-phase (s/£/v)
line (known to soil scientists as "Haines jumps"
(Haines, 1930)). Such instabilities may be
responsible for contact-angle hysteresis
(Everett, 1967), and certainly contribute to the
irreversibility of capillary phenomena in porous
media. A further contribution arises, as a consequence of the interconnectivity of the pore

Capillary instabilities of all three types occur
in real porous media in a variety of situations
of major technological importance; for instance,
in the movement of water in soils, in the extraction of oil from reservoir rocks, and so on.
Unfortunately, although the equations developed
thus far are of general applicability, in practice they can only be used in cases where the
dependence of Aeff and C on V is known, and this
has so far proved to be calculable only for interfaces possessing axial syrnn1etry.
A model of much greater potential value is the
so-called "ideal soil," in which the pore space
is formed between solid spheres in regular random packings. Although this model was devised
in the last century (Slichter, 1897-98), it has
been recognized for nearly fifty years that the
important interfacial configurations concerned
in its capillary behavior are radially asymmetric
(Haines, 1928) and, therefore, only describable by
suitable approximations.
In particular, the
Laplace stability of a fluid interface contained
within the opening between even three equalsized spheres in mutual contact needs investigation, since this controls the irreversible process in drainage of the ideal soil. Similarly,
resaturation involves the Laplace stability limit
of an interface contained within an octahedral
arrangement of six such spheres.
Since these
interfacial configurations lack axial symmetry,
they have resisted theoretical investigation.
Accordingly, some simple zero-gravity experiments could provide invaluable information to
this aspect of soil behavior. The implications
of such investigations to geotechnical earthquake engineering, especially as related to the
behavior of partially saturated soils, or soils
with partial drainage allowed during monotonic or
cyclic loading, are obvious.
Preparation of soil test specimens in a terrestrial environment results in unknown degrees of
sample heterogeneity and anisotropy, because of
segregation processes, particle shape features,
and methods of sedimentation and compaction which
may induce non-uniform prestressing of individual
grains. The 1-g environment causes granular
soils to be deposited in horizontal layers both
in nature (Fig. 15) and during sample preparation
for laboratory testing. Preferred orientation
of particles results in anisotropic strength and
stiffnesses. Conventional laboratory specimens
are relatively small compared to the actual number of particles that are distributed over characteristic specimen lengths. Thus, the heterogeneity and anisotropy is magnified in the
sample, relative to an equivalent field condition. Reproducibility in constitutive behavior
is a much needed feature in soil testing, both
for testing technique validation and for testseries quality-control purposes, especially in
cases which require many tests to be performed
in order to define soil properties for use in
constitutive models.
Sample preparation in space should permit, in
principle, fabrication of specimens with controlled degrees of homogeneity, ranging from
highly homogeneous to high heterogeneous specimens, in a true statistical sense, and at bulk
densities ranging from extremely loose to
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relatively dense. This potential capability
should make it possible to investigate the
extent to which soil behavior is controlled by
in~erent.mat~rial anisotropy and homogeneity,
wh~ch ex~st ~n all natural and man-made soil
deposits, as well as laboratory-fabricated
samples on earth, because of gravitational body
force effects on soil deposition, sedimentation
and compaction, as well as erosional and other '
fluid transport processes.
A laboratory specimen that on one hand should
resemble a magnified version of an infinitesimal
elemental cube in a mechanics sense, should on
the other hand be statistically representative of
the soil fabric in the field, i.e., as far as
particle size and shape distribution and particle
orientation and spacing are concerned. The use
of la7ge size specimens in terrestrial laboratory
exper~ments results in significant non-uniform
stress distributions within the specimen due to
gravity induced stresses. The increase in
vertical as well as in horizontal stresses within
a regularly shaped prismatic specimen may be of
the same order of magnitude as that expected from
the contribution of particle interlocking to the
soil's shear resistance. On the other hand
testing of specimens with short vertical di~en
sions relative to their width often introduces
experimental errors which are caused by boundary
effects imposed by the test apparatus and by
kinematic constraints which in turn prohibit the
development of the "weakest-link" failure mechanism. The loading systems, boundary conditions, and specimen configurations in the conventional triaxial, direct, or simple shear tests
lead to nonuniformity of stresses. Fig. 20 shows
such non-uniform stress distributions developed
in soil specimens that are subjected to simple
shear tests, as calculated by Prevost and Hoeg
(1976) and Wright et al. (1978), and reported by
Woods ( 19 78) .

In the following sections, some specific examples
which are directly related to geotechnical earthquake engineering will be mentioned. However,
space limitation precludes extensive elaboration
on these issues. More detailed discussion on
the same topics is included elsewhere (Castes
and Sture, 1981).
Soil Behavior at Very Low Confining Pressures
As a result of earthquake excitation, high excess
pore fluid pressures may be generated within a
soil mass. Also, as a result of an upward flow
of water toward the ground surface, caused by the
dissipation of excess pore fluid pressures from
underlying strata liquefied by the same earthquake
event (see, for instance, Seed, 1976), seepage
forces acting in an upward direction could develop
"quick sand" conditions in the overlying strata.
The effect of such "quick conditions" include
"sand boils" on level ground surface, sinkage of
buildings or other structures, or floatation of
buried structures.
Under such "quick" conditions, the process of
soil deformation takes place in an essentially
zero effective stress field.
Fig. 24 shows some
of the results of the classical triaxial cyclic
tests by Seed and Lee (1966) to simulate field
behavior of loose, saturated sands under earthquake excitation. Such tests have made enormous
contributions toward a qualitative understanding
of soil behavior under seismic loading and have
significantly enhanced the state of the art in
geotechnical earthquake engineering.
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Non-Uniform Stress Distributions
Developed in Soil Specimens by
Simple Shear Apparatus (Woods, 1978)

The weightlessness of space should permit for the
first time the fabrication and testing of largesize specimens with large-size inclusions, which
can be statistically representative of actual soil
masses, and in which all elements can be subjected
to the same stress state and level and to the same
loading (stress or strain) paths.
ISSUES IN GEOTECHNICAL EARTHQUAKE ENGINEERING
In view of the arguments presented in the previous section regarding the effect of gravitational body forces on soil behavior both in
nature and in the laboratory, it is the thesis
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Results of Cyclic Tests on Loose,
Saturated Sand (Seed and Lee, 1966)

On the other hand, when such processes are simulated in the laboratory, difficulties of a practical nature arise, because of specimen weight
and size limitations. A zero effective stress
can only be produced at local spots in the specimen. Moreover, soil confinement membranes and
other experimental apparatus features, currently
in use, do not have the sensitivity needed for
investigating soil behavior at near-zero effective
stress states. The membrane constitutes, in an
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inhibitive manner, an active support for compression tests and a passive interface for extension
tests. Thus, at low effective stress states, the
resulting horizontal stress nonuniformity becomes
pronounced.
In-space experimentation will allow the use of
weightless soil specimens and testing apparatus.
Also, in the absence of gravitational body forces,
it will be possible to use very thin, flexible,
and sensitive boundary interface details between
soil and applied stresses. Under such conditions,
it should also be possible to create a uniform
zero or near-zero effective stress state throughout a soil test specimen. Conversely, in the
space environment the effect of membrane penetration of ordinary laboratory membranes on sample
behavior should become more pronounced and, thus,
it should enable a more comprehensive study of
such effects.
Soil Strength at Very Low Confining Pressures
As noted by Mitchell (1976), the shear resistance
of a soil can be represented by a complex functional of many, and possibly interdependent,
parameters, the exact quantitative functional
forms of which are as yet not known.
In spite
of such uncertainties, the basic and dominant
factor responsible for soil strength is frictional resistance between soil particles at
contact. However, at very low effective confining pressures, the shear strength component due
to interparticle friction could be negligible.
At such low effective stress states, other shear
strength components contribute to the soil's
resistance to deformation and may include the
following:
(1) particle interlocking which
resists particle rearrangement under constant
volume, or "dilatancy effects" (Rowe, 1962)
inducing volume changes within the soil mass
during shear (Ponce and Bell, 1971); (2) capillary pressures which develop an apparent cohesion in partially saturated soils, and (3)
physico-chemical forces of attraction or bonding
between particles which may result in particle
cohesion and/or cementation.
In cohesionless,
uncemented soils, the relative contribution of
non-frictional shear strength components to the
soil's resistance to deformation gradually
diminishes with increasing magnitude of effective mean stress. At very high effective confining pressures, relative to the intrinsic strength
of soil grains, particle crushing may also play
an important role as a soil strength component.
However, at very low effective compressive stresses
or at tensile stresses, the true nature of the
Mohr envelope, which defines the Mohr-Coulomb
failure criterion for soils, as well as the relative contribution of each of the non-frictional
components to soil's shear strength cannot be
evaluated in terrestrial laboratories. Because
of the impossibility of eliminating gravitational
body forces on earth, the weight of soil grains
develops interparticle compressive stresses which
mask true soil constitutive behavior even in the
smallest samples of models.
These experimental limitations on earth have
important implications in geotechnical earthquake engineering. For example, at or near zero
effective stresses, quantitative evaluation of
the contribution to soil's shear strength by
particle interlocking cannot be accomplished by
direct means at the present time. Yet, this
shear strength component may be one of the most

important factors affecting the stability of
cohesionless earth masses under seismic loading
since it controls arching phenomena and volume
changes resulting from dilatancy effects, hence,
excess pore fluid pressure build-up or dissipation.
Through in~space experimentation techniques,
utilizing sensitive loading and deformation
detecting monitoring apparatuses, it may be
possible to resolve issues relative to the nature
of weak forces of particle interaction and to the
extent they contribute to soil's shear strength
at zero or very low effective stress levels.
In
particular, it may be possible to assess quantitatively: (1) the influence of particle interlocking on soil behavior under cyclic loading; (2) the
true nature of soil cohesion (Bonaparte and
Mitchell, 1980); and (3) the effect of instabilities
of capillary pressures (see previous Section) on
the behavior of partially saturated soils in a
seismic environment.
Furthermore, utilizing the unique capabilities of
the 0-g environment and ultra-high vacuum of
space for extended periods of time, studies could
be performed to gain a better understanding of
friction-adhesion mechanisms as influencing the
frictional component of soil strength of both
cohesionless and cohesive soils under static and
dynamic loading conditions. Because of insurmountable outgassing problems, caused by current
limitations in the capacity and pumping speed of
vacuum chambers in terrestrial laboratories, it is
virtually impossible to control the degree of
particle surface contamination in large assemblies
of particles comprising a soil mass. Accordingly,
at the present time, it is virtually impossible
to conduct in terrestrial laboratories fundamental studies on adhesion-friction mechanisms
(Terzaghi, 1920; Bowden and Tabor, 1964; Bromwell,
1965; Mitchell, 1976) controlling the bulk
mechanical behavior of soils, at both low and
high effective stress fields.
Spontaneous Liquefaction of "Quick" Soils
The spontaneous liquefaction of both cohesionless
and cohesive soils, referred to respectively by
the generic terms "quicksands" and "quick clays,"
has been observed in the field for many years and
reasonable phenomenological explanations have
been advanced regarding the circumstances under
which it occurs.
Figs. 25 and 26 show additional examples of both
cohesionless and cohesive soils with highly
metastable and collapsible structures. Fig. 27
is a schematic showing the failure process in a
quick clay investigated by Pusch (1970). According to Pusch, the shear process is probably
governed by the action of the aggregates. Their
rigidity, which is basic to the process, may be
explained by the small distance between the individual particles in the aggregates. This distance
is of the order of 100 to 200 $. between centers of
gravity of particles in the aggregates of soft
clays deposited in fresh or salt water. The mean
water content for the majority of the aggregates
may then be 15 to 30%, even if the average water
content of the clay sample is as much as 60 to
100%. Diffusion experiments by Rosenqvist (1959),
and experiments using nuclear magnetic resonance
(Pusch, 1970) indicate that the average viscosity
of the pore water is much higher at such low water
contents than that of the "free" pore water in
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As noted in the previous Section, the structures
of such "quick" soils are highly loose and extremely metastable. Accordingly, in a 1- g environ ment , they cannot be reproduced in the laboratory, nor can they be preserved during operations
associated with:
(1) field sampling and associ ated unLoading of samples from the in-situ stress
field ; (2) transportation to the ~aboratory;
{3) specimen preparation; and (4) laboratory
testing during which soil specimens are subjected
to reloading under drained or undrained conditions .
The slightest disturbance at one external boundary point or region, or internally brought about
by inertial effects, can cause local shearing at
particle contacts. Disturbance of the particle
equilibrium may cause rearrangement of the grains
to more stable and compact configurations, whereby the porosity of the sediment decreas es. A
monotonically applied load, small shocks, or a
fraction of a cyclic load is sufficient to bring
about a quick, or spontaneously liquefied , soil
condition. Thus, vibrations from pile driving
or quarry blasts, or rapid rise or fall of the
water table, have been quoted as some of the
sources that may cause spontaneous liquefaction.
Local equilibrium and compatibility requirements ,
as well as a surge of excess pore fluid pressure,
occurring if the process takes place below the
water table and causes the effective stresses
witbin the soil mass to reduce temporarily to
zero, create a wave front of disturbance which
may be of sufficient intensity to shear adjacent
grain clusters . The resulting "domino effect 1'
may propagate very fast with catastrophic r e sults
on natural earth masses or man-made structures.

Pig. 26.

S'l:rength loss of "quick clay"
that becomes £luid on remolding
(Photograph courtesy of Haley
and Aldrich , Inc., ) (M'i tchell,
1976 )
DOMAIN

(A ) NATURA L
MICROST RUCTURAL
PATTERN

Fig. 27.

(B ) BRE A K DOWN OF

PARTICLE LINKS
RE SULTING IN
DOMAIN FORMATION.

Schematic picture of the failure
process in quick clay (Pusch, 1970)

the pore space . Thus, the high water viscosity
together with the strong bonding of the closely
located individual particles in the aggregates
give them a considerable r i gidity.

Upon collapse of the initial metastable soil
structure, the primary movement of soil particles
is in the direction of the gravity field . Gravit~tional body forces act as follower loads on the
solid and fluid phases of the soil mass both at
failure and during the post-failure interim
period, prior to the reconsolidation of sediment
under new equilibrium conditions . During this
period, the soil mass behaves like a thick,
viscous liquid and spreads laterally until its
surface becomes almost horizontal. Movement may
be arrested because of kinematic constraints or
sufficiently built up effective strength.
Because spontaneous liquefaction can also be
triggered by seismic excitation, or by dynamic
l oading caused by wave action, and because some
soil formations which are highly susceptible to
spontaneous liquefaction are also located on
highly seismic regions , or coastal lines or submarine slopes that a re affected by these natural
dynamic loading sources , it is important to gain
a better fundamental understanding of the mechanisms that trigger such phenomena and factors
that control soil behavior during and upon structural collapse , as well as processes that lead
to post failure soil struc ,ture formation .
In-space experimentation on carefully prepared
and relatively homogeneous and isotropic specimens with loose and metastable structures (in a
l-g environment) is, in principle, feasible.
During such investigations, it should be possible
to monitor processes leading to "quick" conditions. Also, direct observations in soil fabric

changes during and after structural collapse
should be possible because, in the absence of
gravitational body forces, tne speed by which
soil structure col lapse takes place can be controlled by modifying the external forcing source.
As a resu lt of such controlled observations, i t
may also be possillile to assess the applicability
of equilibrium bifurcation concepts , advanced by
Vardoulakis ( 1976, 1977a,b , 1979) and Vardoulakis
et al., (1918 ) , to spontaneous liquefaction
phenomena. Thus far, these concepts have been
applied to t h e internal stability of dry sand
masses under quasi-static loading conditions.
The role of interstitial fluid as a stabilizing
agent in equilibrium bifurcation criteria for
gran u lar media is not well understood as yet.
However, continuation of theoretical studies on
this subject, in conjunction with in-space
e x perimentation on metastab l e soil structures ,
may assist in gai ning a better fundamental unders t anding of collapse and post- failure ~echanisms
related to spontaneous liquefaction.
Liqu efaction Phenomena in

Contract~ve

Soils

The Spacelab test capabilities and the environmental conditions associated with in- space
exper i mentation 10ay also offer exciting opportuniti es for extending c u rrent studies on the
beh avior of contractive soils under monotonic
loading, or cyclic load ing caused bY seismic
excitation or w~ve action .
Th e behavior of granular saturated soils undergoing monotonic or cyclic loading is essentially
the same as that o£ soils that are susceptible t o
spontaneous liquefaction , as described in the
previous section.
The only difference in soil
behavior i s the magnitude of strain required to
cause the transfer to the pore water of a major
por t ion of the stress which is carried by the
grain skeleton. According to Casagrande (1950),
t h ere i s no sharp demarcation between the ranges
of porosities for wh ich a given sand is susceptible or non-susceptible to liquefaction.
Thus,
saturated, fine unifor m sand in an exceptionally
loose condition, particularly in a bulked condition, and also deposits of rock flour , may lique fy as a result of a single shock or vibration,
i . e . , due to only a very small strain in the
sand.
However, deposits of loose river sand
Which are potentially susceptible to liquefaction , appear to require substantial strains to
effect sufficient loss of shear stre ngth before
flow slides can develop.
As also noted by Casagrande (1950), in discussing
flow slides in earth dams , "the speed Witl1 whtch a

moss of sand liqu efies depends on the manner in which
the str·ains are developed within the mass. If tile strains
affect simultaneous ly a large volume of sand. the now will
move very t•apid!y, and will usua1ly be completed in a
matter of min u tes. Jf critical strains ar•e developed progressively. such that at a given moment only a smaH volume
of san d is b elng liquefi ed. then a flow slide will P~"og~<ess
slowly and, depending on the total mass of sand involved .
may continue for a pe,.iod up to many hout·s."
The behavior of contractive clays undergoing
cycling loading appears , however, to be quite
different from that exhibited by contractive
sands.
Figs. 28 and 29 show stress-strain relat ions and stace paths of contractive specimens
of sand and clay, normalized to the same effect ive octahedral normal stress p ' . From these
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r1gures, the differences in the pee- and postfailure deformation mod es , as well as in the pore
pressure responses are illustrated.
The sand specimen exhibits a well- defined peak
strength at small strains, followed by a substantial decrease in shear resistance .
For large
strains the resistance is quite small and does
not change with strain . The conditions at failure
(Fig . 29b) fall along a unique curve which h as
been termed "steady-state" line (Castro, 197S;o
Castro and Poulos , 1976 ) , or "flow line" (Castro,
1969; Casagrande, 1971; 1975 ). The void ratio at
the "steady state" is the same as the "critical
void ratio" defined by Casagrande . Furthermore,
at the " steady state , " the sand has reached its
residual strength, regardless of its initial
state and regardless of the loading mode .
This
behavior indicates a loss of material memory which
has been attributed by Casagrande (1959; 1971~
1975)
to the formation of a flow structure
which:
(1 ) is nucleated within the soil mass at
the onset of liquefaction; (2) spreads by a chain
reaction; (3) exists only during flow; and (4 )
the moment flow stops , the grains rearrange themselves and revert into a static structure which ,
after the excess water is drained , will be slightly denser than the stat i c structure before liquefaction occurred . Thus, a liquefied sand that
has reached its residual strength at a steady
s t ate of deformation has a strongly oriented
structure (Poulos, 1981 ) .
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In constrast with the behavior of sands, contractive clays at failure exhibit a stress-strain relationship which is similar to that of an elasticperfectly plastic material (Fig. 28a). At failure, the normalized principal stress difference,
q/p ' is much higher than that of the sand (Fig.
0
29c). Furthermore, the state conditions at failure (Fig. 29a) fall along another unique curve,
termed "cyclic limit state," (Egan et al., 1978;
Sangrey, et al., 1978). At the "cyclic limit
state," the material memory of the clay, as
regards its previous loading history, is also
lost, in a similar manner as a sand specimen when
it reaches a "steady state." However, in contrast to the sand, the strength of the clay at
the "cyclic limit state" is associated with that
defined by "Critical State" theory, as developed
by the late K. H. Roscoe and collaborators
(Roscoe et al., 1958; Schofield and Wroth, 1968)

Although a "flow structure" has been inferred
from the investigations of the flow slide at the
Fort Peck Darn (Casagrande, 1959; 1965; 1971; 1975)
and, more recently, from the phenomenological
behavior of liquefied soil specimens, as indicated from Castro's test results, the true nature
of such dynamic state cannot be ascertained
unless the kinematics of soil particles prior to
and throughout the process of liquefaction can
be studied in detail. Such studies, however,
are impossible on earth.
Because of the presence of gravitational body forces, which act
as constant, dead loads on individual soil grains
and provide the main driving mechanism during the
liquefaction process, the sequence of events
that characterize soil liquefaction phenomena in
a terrestrial environment occurs at very high
speeds and prohibits the study of the same events
at slow motion or at distinct stages.

This type of behavior for both sands and clays
is quite interesting and certainly deserves more
in~estigation.
With resp~ct to the sand, the
un1.queness of the "flow l1.ne" or "steady-state"
conditions were established by load-controlled
triaxial, consolidated-undrained, R, tests, in
which the axial deviator load was applied by
dead load increments (Castro, 1969; Casagrande,
1971, 1975). For similar tests under straincontrol conditions, another "unique" line is
established, which lies above the "flow line;"
an~ for consolidated-drained, S, triaxial tests,
st1.ll another set of "failure" conditions are
obtained which lie above the conditions at
failure obtained from strain-controlled, R,
tests. As pointed out by Casagrande (1975),
regarding the region defined by the conditions
at failure obtained from the s tests and the
"flow line:" "Much remains to be learned about the
response of sand and characteristics of the flow structure
in that zone."

In the absence of gravitational body forces,
experiments could be conducted in space in which
soil specimens are subjected to the action of
follower loads (Nernat-Nasser, 1968), generated
by surface tractions under closely monitored
conditions. Thus, pre- and post-failure kinematics could be frozen at successive stages,
enabling monitoring of events. The soil fabric
configurations at such stages could then be
studied through radiographic, tomographic
(Arthur, 1977; Hatzieuthmiou, 1979; Morgan et al.,
1980), or other suitable non-destructive techniques, or thin section analyses, on samples in
space or returned to earth. The results from
such studies should in turn help to clarify preand post-failure deformational modes, as well as
yielding characteristics of contractive soils.
Of particular interest to liquefaction phenomena
would be accurate quantitative information on
strain paths leading to incipient critical states
in local regions of unstable particle arrangements (Scott, 1963) and the propagation of such
states to adjacent regions of the same soil mass.
Thus, through the use of follower loads in inspace experiments, gravity effects on the progressive failure or sudden collapse of soil
masses on earth, under both monotonic and cyclic
loading, could be studied in a controlled manner.
Also, on the basis of the results from Castro's
investigations, it appears that the potential
capability for preparing in space soil specimens
with very loose and metastable structures could
facilitate controlled studies on liquefaction
phenomena, which could be performed in the
Spacelab at relatively low levels of effective
confining pressures and deviator load paths.

Accordingly, under strain-controlled testing
conditions, the response of the sand could be
either dilative or contractive, depending on the
rate of strains and on how close to the "flow
line" the state variables e and~ are prior to
the application of the deviator load.
It is also
possible that under strain-controlled loading
conditions, a "flow structure" may develop
~ocally in small pockets or lenses; however,
1.nstead of propagating by chain reaction throughout the soil mass, it may revert to a normal
"static" structure by stress redistribution and
reappear in another local region. The overall
resistance of the specimen during strain-control
loading would then be, according to Casagrande,
"an average resistance of a constantly changing pattern
of distribution of flow structure within the sand."
It is interesting to note that more than eleven
years since the results of Castro's investigations were first published, basic issues on soil
liquefaction phenomena, which were again underscored by Casagrande (1975) more than five years
ago, are still awaiting a more opportune set of
experimental conditions to advance beyond the
current stage of qualitative speculation.
It is
conceivable that such testing conditions could
be provided to a certain extent by the space environment through the laboratory facilities of
the Spacelab.

The influence of the intermediate principal
stress, as well as the effects of continuous and
controlled rotation of principal stresses in the
development of local or global liquefaction states
within contractive soil masses should also be of
great interest in experiments performed in space.
~n the a~sence of gravitational body forces, such
1.~forrnat1.on could be provided by testing largeSl.Ze specimens in "cubical rnultiaxial" apparatus
(Sture et al., 1979) and "directional-shear"
devices. (Arthur et al., 1980a,b; Baligh, 1979)
respectl.vely. The same apparatus could also be
used to study the influence of inherent and
stress-induced material anisotropy on soil
behavior, and to ascertain the nature of failure
~ondi~ions that prevail during the state of flow
l.n so1.l masses that have liquefied under a set of
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loading conditions which are different from those
imposed by conventional triaxial apparatus and
simple-shear devices. Thus, in the wei9htless
environment of space, the loss of mater1al
memory due to the development of a "flow structure" could be checked by direct and independent means.
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With respect to the behavior of contractive
.
clays under cyclic loading and the state atta1ned
at failure, as predicted by Critical State theory,
questions could be raised regarding the clay
structure at the "cyclic limit state," uniqueness of yield surfaces under drained and undrained
conditions (Roscoe and Thurairajah, 1964), as well
as the applicability of Critical State theory,
which is mainly related to the behavior of
normally-consolidated remolded clays, to the
in-situ behavior of undisturbed clay, subjected
to cyclic loading.
Fig. 30 shows typical stress-strain curves for
sands and clays (Skempton, 1964), indicating the
tendency of both types of soil to approach a
unique "residual" strength at large strains,
independent of the original density of the
material. As Skempton (1964) noted, "whilst
loose sand rises continuously towards this
limiting strength, normally consolidated clays
generally show a peak, the subsequent decrease
in strength being due to particle orientation."
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Drained direct shear-box reversal
tests.
(A) Dense and loose sands.
(B) Media that can develop particle
orientation. (Roscoe, ]9 64) .

cycles a clay specimen is usually subjected to
before reaching a failure condition. To illustrate this argument further, Fig. 32 shows
results of undrained triaxial tests performed by
Bishop et al. (1965) on a sample of Blue London
Clay, consolidated from a slurry to a water content of 29.4%.
The same material was retested
in a remolded state at the same water content.
As shown in Figure 32, the response of the sample
at the two states is drastically different, and
completely different than that exhibited by undisturbed samples of the same material.
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Typical stress-strain curves for
sands and clays (Skempton, 1964).

In connection with Skempton's comments, the late
K. H. Roscoe (1964) made the following elucidating remarks regarding "Critical State" theory:

0 PEAK VALUES FROM UNDRAINED TESTS ON
SAMPLES CONSOLIDATED FROM A SLURRY
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"The concept of the critical state was developed for
conditions of random packing of isotropic media. The
sand (Fig. 31a) would appear to be such a medium b:ut
the clay (Fig. 31b) is obviously not. The probable explanation of the gradual fall in strength of the clay to the low
residual value 'R is that it corresponds to the gradual
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attainment of a regular orientation of the clay particles."
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Consolidated-undrained triaxial
test behavior of Blue London Clay
samples (Bishop et al., 1965).

"Loose and dense samples of steel balls in initially random
states of packing will, for a given piston load, attain a
common critical state in which they are still randomly
oriented. Typical curves for the dense and loose samples
in the simple shear apparatus would be OPX2 and ONX2
respectively in Fig. 3lb. If either loose or dense samples
are then sheared to strains of the order of fifty times larger
than those required to attain the critical state, they develop
a regular state of packing. In this process, the density
of the medium increases by 30% while the shear strength
(as measured in the simple shear apparatus) diminishes by
more than 30%. "

theory is analyzing cyclic-load tests on contractive clay samples could be provided by Skempton (1970, 1977) in which he suggests that the
fully softened strength of real overconsolidated
clays, exhibiting sensitivity, bonding and preferred particle orientation may be approximately
equal to the peak strength of a normally consolidated remolded clay, as considered by Critical
State theory (Fig. 33).

From this dicsussion, it appears that if contractive clays at the "cyclic limit state" attain
strengths predicted by "Critical State" theory,
their structure at failure should be random and
isotropic. This, however, appears to be an
unlikely situation, in view of the many stress

However, these arguments refer to drained shear
tests on overconsolidated clays and, again, questions could be raised regarding the uniqueness of
a yield surface for an overconsolidated clay under
drained and undrained conditions, and exhibiting
contractive ("wet") or dilative ("dry") behavior.

An argument in support of using Critical State
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Seed and Lee, 1966). Fig. 34 shows typical
results of triaxial cyclic tests performed on
a saturated dense sand.
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Critical state in drained shear tests
on ideal clay. N-C: normally consolidated; 0-C: overconsolidated
(Skempton, 1970)

As noted before, the ability to prepare trully
homogeneous and isotropic specimens in the zero-g
environment of the Spacelab, and subject these
specimens to uniform stress conditions should
considerably enhance our current understanding
of issues on contractive soil behavior under
monotonic or cyclic loading, as noted above.
Behavior of Dilative Soils Under Cyclic Loading
Over the past fifteen years, numerous efforts
and very significant strides have been made
toward understanding the factors affecting the
phenomenological behavior of relatively dense,
dilative soils under cyclic loading caused by
seismic excitation or wave action.
In the course of investigations performed during
this fifteen-year time span, numerous parametric
studies have been conducted to assess the relative influence of a multitude of factors on the
liquefaction susceptibility of the same class of
soils, including:
(1) soil grain properties and
structure; (2) soil sampling; (3) methods of
specimen preparation resulting at the same soil
relative density; (4) laboratory and field test
apparatus and procedures; (5) geologic age, previous loading history and current state of stress
of a soil deposit; (6) boundary conditions; and
(7) various other geologic, hydrologic and
environmental factors.
These aspects have been
critically reviewed by ASCE (1976), (1978),
Casagrande (1975), Seed (1979), and Peck (1979)
Some of the most important findings of those
investigations are the development of very high
pore pressures which occur when cyclic loading
is applied and changes in the soil mass are not
allowed by preventing water from entering or
leaving the pore space (undrained conditions).
The increase in pore pressure can result in
momentary conditions of zero effective stresses
and, subsequently, in the development of large
cyclic strains. Momentary zero effective
stresses are observed when a saturated granular
soil, typically sand, is subjected to cyclic
shear stresses in such a manner that there is a
shear stress reversal, i.e., the shear stress
passes through zero (isotropic state of stress)
twice during each cycle (Lee and Seed, 1967;

Fig. 34.

Typical pulsating load on dense
sand (Seed and Lee, 1966)

As shown in Fig. 34, during cyclic load tests on
saturated granular materials, the most critical
phase is reached when the pore pressure is so
high that the effective stresses are reduced to
zero or almost zero. At this state, water migration starts within the specimens, creating zones
that are looser and others that are denser than
the soil one intends to test. Thus, serious
questions have been raised concerning the validity of the test results when applied to in-situ
behavior of soils during earthquakes (Casagrande,
1975; Castro, 1969, Castro, 1975; Castro and
Poulos, 1976). The causes of water migration are
not well understood, but appear to be due, at
least partly. to nonuniformity of stresses within
the soil specimen due to gravity forces.
The effect of gravity on the stresses within soil
specimens is normally neglected because the other
externally applied loads are normally much larger. However, as noted by Castro (1978), in the
cyclic tests in question, an almost zero effective stress condition is temporarily reached and,
thus, the gravity forces become comparatively
large.
When the pore water pressure equals the chamber
pressure during an undrained triaxial cyclic
test, the effective stresses in the soil are
normally zero, i.e., on the average there are
zero forces transmitted through the grain contacts. Near the bottom of the specimen, however,
there are small effective stresses in the soil
due to the weight of the specimen which can be
several times higher than those at the top of
the specimen. When subsequently an axial load is
applied, the responses of the soil will be substantially different along the specimen.
In
particular,. the tendency for volume change (dilation or contraction) varies along the specimen,
which causes migration of water toward those
areas where the volume change tendency is more
dilative, which is normally the top of the specimen where the effective stresses are lower. The
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same phenomenon occurs twice in each cycle (whenever the shear stress passes through zero) and
thus after a few cycles, a substantial migration
of water has developed.
Other causes of water migration in cyclic tests
is the effect of non-ideal boundary conditions.
Near the center of the specimen, the major and
minor principal stresses are nearly in the axial
and radial directions, which is the idealized
state of stress in these tests. However, at the
ends of the specimens, friction between the end
caps and the soil results in shear stresses in
the radial direction when the end of the specimen tends to increase or decrease in diameter.
Different states of stress produce different
tendencies to volume change and thus water
migration occurs.

that this form of limited and localized liquefaction can occur in a laboratory specimen from
nearly any initial density state. However,
without stress reversal, the larger strains that
constitute "cyclic mobility" or "liquefaction
with limited strain potential" do not take place.
Cyclic mobility has been used to explain progressive softening and weakening under cyclic
loading in relatively dense sandy soil deposits.
Fig. 35 (Castro and Poulos, 1976) shows in a
diagrammatic form the state paths that can be
followed by dense, saturated dilative sands
during cyclic loading and the extreme conditions
under which the effective confining pressure,
0 3 , may reduce to zero and induce cyclic mobility
to the soil mass.
QUICKSAND

This type of phenomena may occur in other types
of cyclic tests in dilative soils. As Casagrande
(1975) points out:

...0

"Depending on the type of cyclic test, one or more of the
following three mechanisms are the major causes of redistribution of water content and development of cyclic pore
pressures and cyclic strains in laboratory tests of dense
sands:

Q~
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( 1)

Cycling through hydrostatic state of stress.

( 2) Pumping action by vertically applied cyclic loads.
( 3) Stress gradients within the test specimen generated
by nonuniform stress distribution on the specimen boundaries. This mechanism is probably aggrevated by the
small size of the test specimens in conventional tests.
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In addition, a slight rearrangement of grains, generated by
braking of edges and corners of grains, may make a minor
contribution to the development of pore pressures and
strains in laboratory tests. This mechanism is normally the
only one that produces pore pressures and strains within
an element of dense sand in-situ. But in laboratory tests
this mechanism is completely overshadowed by the effects
of the three principal mechanisms listed above.
Because of the basic differences between the mechanisms
that produce cyclic pore pressures in the laboratory and
in-situ, I consider it virtually an impossible task to extrapolate or estimate from such laboratory tests, with the help
of empirical relationships, how cyclic pore pressures and
strains will develop in-situ."

From these considerations, it appears that liquefaction phenomena associated with the behavior of
dense, dilative soils are still one of the least
understood forms of liquefaction. From the same
considerations it also appears that in-situ liquefaction in dense sands cannot develop, except
adjacent to certain rigid boundaries such as
piles and piers (Casagrande, 1975).
It is generally agreed that the rate of pore
water pressure increase in the laboratory test
is far slower than that observed in contractive
soils.
It usually requires at least one order of
magnitude more cycles beyond those needed to
cause liquefaction in contractive soils bringing
the pore water pressure to a level where a sufficient decrease in effective strength and stiffness causes the specimen to undergo significant
distortions or collapse. The excess pore water
pressure generated in dilative soils seldom
reaches the magnitude of the applied total
stress. Castro and Poulos (1976) have shown

Fig. 35.

a3

Undrained tests on fully saturated
sands depicted on state diagram
(Castro and Poulos, 1976).

Dilatation in the particle skeleton results in
pore water suction, and this will in turn inhibit
further movement in the particle assemblies.
Water moves toward sample regions where dilatation
takes place.
For an initially dense soil specimen a residual pore water pressure may be
developed during the course of a complete stress
cycle, which may be of the same magnitude as or
nearly equal to the mean total stress. However,
when the cyclic stress is reapplied during the
next cycle, the soil will tend to dilate and the
pore water pressure will be reduced if the soil
is undrained. The soil may thus develop sufficient resistance to withstand the applied cycled
total stress. But cavitation, as shown in Fig.
36, would limit this increase of strength to one
atmosphere negative pore water pressure.
If
such limit is exceeded, analysis is again hindered by inadequate knowledge on capillary pressures,
as discussed in previous sections.
On the other hand, the soil must undergo a certain amount of deformation in order to mobilize
the needed resistance, and as a consequence of
repeated load cycles the amount of deformation
required to produce a stable position may increase. Volume change on a small local scale
involving assemblies of grains within the specimen is possible since constant volume or undrained conditions are only enforced on the
greater specimen scale. Conditions of mass continuity within such a specimen where particles
and particle groups are subjected to shear
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distortion and move with respect to each other,
tell us that the interstitial water must also
migrate as described by Casagrande (1975).
It
has been established that there is often a net
pore water migration toward the top end of
laboratory triaxial samples, while finer solid
particles move downward due to gravity convection (Castro, 1969, 1975).
From these considerations, it is evident that
although a dilative soil mass subjected to
cyclic loading may rarely liquefy in-situ under
special boundary conditions, it may, nevertheless, undergo significant deformations during
shaking which may result in equally devastating
results in the structural integrity of structures supported by such masses. Furthermore,
as Casagrande noted forty-five years ago
(Casagrande, 1936), "The swaying movements which
are amplified in large masses of sedimentary deposits,
especially clay deposits, and also artificial deposits, like
large earth dams, particularly when they rest on a clay
foundation, produce quite substantial deformations in such
masses, frequently leading to permanent displacements,
shearing cracks, etc. And since these deformations take
place in a few second.<;, they may be accompanied by the
formation of large hydrodynamic stresses and a corresponding reduction in shearing resistance which may lead to
loss of stability. "
Thus, although the behavior of dilative soils
under cyclic loading, as contrasted with that of
contractive soils, is analogous to the problem of
foundation settlement as contrasted with bearing
capacity problems, i.e., stress-deformation
characteristics versus ultimate shear failure, it
may also lead to a complete loss of strength in
the soil. Another situation may arise, if an
initially dilative, saturated soil mass is subjected to monotonic loading such that its state
path follows the broken-arrow line from point D,
as shown in Fig. 35, crosses the "steady-state
line" and develops a contractive structure.
In
such a case, the same soil will behave like a
contractive soil and liquefy in an analogous
manner under the triggering action of either a
monotonic or cyclic loading. such behavior is
depicted in Fig. 37, from tests on banding sand
reported by Poulos (1981).
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Behavior of initially dense,
dilative saturated sand under
undrained monotinic loading
(Poulos, 1981)

From the previous discussion, it appears that
specimen size and shape effects as well as testing apparatus operation have significant influence on the soil sample's cyclic response
behavior. The disturbances increase with the
dilatancy of the soil.
It does not seem possible
to develop laboratory tests which can eliminate
the severe stress gradients in test specimens
and which can also reproduce the uniform stresses
that exist in a typical element in the ground
(Casagrande, 1975). To paraphrase Casagrande
(1975) .
"Is there a possibility of developing a laboratory test which
will duplicate the stresses within an element in situ? It is
conceivable that we could shake a large specimen or a mass
of sand, e. g. a 3m cube, with well instrumented element in
the center of this mass to measure cyclic pore pressures
and strains. It would be a costly research effort, but
worth serious considerations. "

In the zero-g environment of the Spacelab it may
be possible to prepare relatively homogeneous,
dense soil specimens, and to test these specimens under uniform and controlled stress conditions. For instance, significant improvement in
response characteristics should be obtained since
gravity induced convection phenomena inside the
specimen would be absent. It may not at this
stage be feasible to test at 3 m cubical specimen, but it is entirely possible to carry out
tests on a specimen 0.30 to 0.50 m cube.
Furthermore, the testing of loose specimens
under very low effective confining pressures
which exhibit dilative response to loading (for
instance specimens at an initial state close to
point B in Fig. 35 and within the dilative
region) would enable a considerable enhancement
of our basic understanding of structural changes
that take place within a soil mass, and are
associated with phenomena of cyclic mobility,
or phenomena such as those described by Poulos
(1981) and shown in Fig. 37.
EXPERIMENTAL CONCEPTS FOR IN-SPACE GEOTECHNICAL
RESEARCH
In the absence of gravitational body forces, inspace experimentation on soils will be performed
under nearly ideal testing conditions. Thus, it
should be possible to generate uniform stress and
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displacement fields within large-size specimens
which are statistically representative of field
qrain-size distributions, including large-size
inclusions within fine-grained matrices. The same
specimens could be ranginq in bulk mass density
from very loose to very dense and in structure
from very fraqile and metastable (in a one-g
environment) to very compact and highly resistant
to external loading.
Under space environmental conditions, it should
also be possible to prepare truly homogeneous
and isotropic specimens and subject such specimens to accurately controlled boundary loading
conditions, in the form of prescribed tractions
and/or displacements, and under effective confining pressures ranging from essentially zero
magnitude to a few hundred kPa. Thus, the role
of material and stress homogeneity in controlling
the mechanical behavior of soils could be assessed
directly, which is impossible on earth.
In addition, because of arguments presented in
previous sections of this paper, the near-zero
gravity environment of space will permit for
the first time direct assessment of the mechanical behavior of partially saturated soils under
monotonic and cyclic loading, as well as a
better understanding of the effect of capillary
instabilities on such behavior.
In considering experimental apparatus for inspace research, a careful review of existing
conventional testing devices should be made.
Apparatus which may be widely used in terrestrial laboratories for enqineering purposes,
may not be suitable for fundamental research
performed in space, either because of volume,
weight, or power limitations and/or operational
complexities, or because of inherent experimental errors and uncertainties associated with
the apparatus itself. For instance, the commonly used NGI/SGI simple-shear apparatus is
an important geotechnical engineering testing
device for investigatinq the cyclic behavior,
as well as the engineerinq properties of undisturbed soil samples under quasi-static loading,
and it is in use throughout the world (Saada
et al., 1980). However, this apparatus does
not have the capability for developinq conjugate shear-stress states on the vertical boundaries of the soil specimen, because only the
top and bottom specimen ends are subjected to
shear, transmitted through a stiff loading
system. The vertical sides are in contact with
a relatively shear-stress free, flexible and
laterally reinforced membrane. Similarly, the
use of "resonant-column" test devices and other
apparatus capable of testing thin-wall, hollow
cylindrical specimens in torsion combined with
axial load may be limited to research on fine
granular and cohesive soils. Because of the
unique testing conditions afforded by the
space environment, new devices may have to be
designed in order to study particular soil
behavior phenomena and associated scientific
issues that can be resolved only through inspace experimentation.
Current experimental concepts that could be used
for basic geotechnical research in space range
from simple, single-purpose devices to multipurpose apparatus, as well as apparatus for performinq tests on model earth structures or

natural earth masses of specific boundary confiqurations.
Such concepts include amonq others
the following:
1.
"Direct-" or "ring-shear" apparatus
which could be used to study the true nature of
cohesion in dry, partially saturated or fully
saturated cohesive soils at or near the effective-stress oriqin in (o,T) stress space (Bonaparte and Mitchell, 1980), or the residual
strength of clays (Bishop, et al., 1971; La Gata,
1970) at very hiqh strains and low effective
stresses.
2.
"Uniaxial tension" test devices, similar
to that reported by Bishop and Garga (1969) , or
those used in powder mechanics (see, for
instance, Schubert et al., 1975).
3. A small centrifuge that could be used to
study soil behavior under the influence of gravitational body forces ranging from 0-g to >1-g
per unit mass. Results from such tests should
yield information on particle sedimentation and
deposition processes in vacuum, air, or different
soil-water-electrolyte systems. The same studies
should yield information on the influence of a
given sedimentation or deposition process on the
formation of in-situ soil structure. Also, by
holdinq or shaking the centrifuge system "basket"
at various angles with the plane of centrifuge
motion, the same apparatus could be used to study
soil deformational processes under the action of
inertial body forces and boundary tractions of
different magnitudes and orientations. In addition, such experiments should yield information
aiding the verification of scaling laws associated
with centrifuge model tests performed at high g
levels.
4. A triaxial cyclic test device, similar
to the ones employed in ordinary engineering
practice on earth. Comparisons between results
from triaxial cyclic tests performed in space
and on earth, could establish directly influences
of gravitational body forces on soil behavior
obtained from such tests.
5. A "simple shear" device, capable of performing "pseudo-drained, n simple-shear cyclic
tests, similar to the type described by Pickering
(1973). Accordinq to Pickering, with such type of
tests, errors due to the compliance of the test
apparatus can be avoided, drainage during shaking
in the field can be simulated, and great testing
simplification can be accomplished, as compared
to undrained simple-shear cyclic tests. The
apparatus designed by Pickering is similar to
the Mark II model designed at Cambridge by the
late K. H. Roscoe.
6.
"Directional-she~r" apparatus which could
be used to study the influence of a rotating
principal-stress field on soil behavior (Arthur,
et al., 1979; 1980) under very low effective confining stresses. With some modifications, the
same apparatus could also be used to study simple
boundary value problems such as:
Load-deformation characteristics of model footings to assess
bearing-capacity theories on truly weightless
soils; or extrusion of soil through openings to
as~ess th~ influence of ~article interlocking on
so~l arch~ng phenomena, ~n the absence of qravity
flow induced by '"trap-door" or "hopper'· devices
(Baligh, 1979).
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1.
"Multiaxial," cubical apparatus (Sture
and Desai , 1979; Sture et al ., 1979, 198 0) to
s tudy t h e bchav~or of dry, moist , and partially
or completely saturated soil specimens, at relative dens~ties ranginq from very loose to ver}
dense.
such dcv~ces could be used to ass ess the
~fluence of both mater~al and s~res s homogene~ty
and isotropv on soil behav~or , under verv low
effective conf~ning p r essures and carefully controlled homog~neous stress or stra~n paths.

The s e stu dies could be performed 1n conJunction
with both monotonic and cycl ~c load ing imposed
o n s oil specimens.
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Figs. 38, 39 and 4 0 show different v iews of t h e
latter e x perimen t al concept wh ich , to d a t e , has
been stud ied more u x te n sively t h an o thers . Fig .
4 1 shows a t y pic al con f igu rati o n of the same
appa ratu s in tegrated with t h e S pac c lab Modul e
a nd Tabl e LV i nd i cates appara tus c h ara c t e ri s tics
a nd in-spa ce opcr.a Llonal require men ts .
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Fig. 39 .

Mu lt~a x ial cub~cal tes t cell .
Cross-sectional vie w.

t-tu 1 t.iax.tal cub1cal cest cell
integrated with Spacelab module

In addiLion to convent1onal tes~ apparatus, certain mode l boundary value problems could be
stud~cd experimentally us1ng s pecial setups.
Such axperimcnts could ~nclude "retain~g-wall,"
or "wcdg~-1nden ta tion" and o t her type of penetration resis l ancc tests, a s for ins t a nce cone penetration or plate bearing tests. Combinations of
cone pene t rometers a nd s h ear vane s could also be
con sidered.
Becau sa usually t h e str e ss a cting in the i nte ri o r
of a l asted soil ma ss c anno t be determine d direc t ly , Dres c h er a nd J oss e lin de Jong (1976)
carried o u t t e sts o n optically s ensitive granu l a r
ma ter ia ls .
By s h e a ri ng an assembly of dlscs made
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TABLE IV.

Multiaxial Cubical Test Cell
Apparatus Characteristics and
Operational Requirements

ONE BACK-UP CELL FOR FLIGHT
ONE CELL FOR TRAINING OF .. PAYLOAD SPECIALIST"
ONE CELL FOR TERRESTRIAL TESTING&. CALIBRATION
TEST CELL ENVELOf'E:

SPECIMEN SIZE.

(J<Gl

SYSTEM COMPONENT MASS

NO. OF TEST CELLS: '
ONE CELL FOR FLIGHT EXPERIMENT

0.8M CUBE

TEST CELL
SPECIMENS
2 f:.A PRESSURIZED AIR TANKS
REGULATORS. GAUGES AND VALVES
EXPERIMENT POWER SWITCH PANEL
REMOTE ACQUISITION UNIT (RAUl
OTHERS

259
545 EA

136
109
45
tBS
TBD

O.JM CUBE:.
TIME REQUIRED FOR TEST PREPARATION

05 TO 1 HP.

TYPICAL TEST DURATION

2 TO S HAS

TIME REQUIRED FOR SPECIMEN POSTTESTING EXAMINATION AND PRE:.PARATION
FOR I:ARTH RETURN

1 TO 2 HRS

APPARATUSSUPf'ORT REQUIREMENTS (IN FLIGHT)

SAMPLE PREPARATION/STORAGE UNITS· 2 TO 6
AMBIENT/TESTING ENVIRONMENT
TBD
DIAGNOSTIC DEVICES:
t
MEMBRANE FORMING MOLD.
1T02
LVOT GAGE HEAD CALIBRATION UNITS
1
T02
VACUUM SOURCE:
1 T02
PNEUMATIC OR HYDRAULIC SOURCE
DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM:

,

0 TO 1380 KP01

Of"ERATING PRESSURE LEVEl
POWER REQUIREMENTS:

0.5 TO 1.2 KW

AC AND DC SUPPLIES NEEDED FOR:
DEFORMATION DETECTING LVDT {150)
PORE WATER PRESSURE TRANSDUCERS {2 TO 10)
DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM

optical principles discovered by Dantu (1957)
and Wakabayashi (1957), as well as techniques
developed by the same investigators to analyze
such data, Drescher conducted his tests with a
double simple-shear apparatus shown in Fig. 42.
The test results were in qualitative agreement
with those obtained by Josselin de Jong and
Drescher (1972) on an assembly of discs, as
mentioned previously, and led to the conclusion
that the lines in the sliding directions can
rotate independently from the principal stress
directions.

DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM
MEASUREMENTS RECORDED ON "BUBBLE MEMORY"
NO OF LOAD STEPS PER TEST CYCLE (MAX)
300
NO. OF CHANNELS SCANNED PER LOAD STEP 200
SCANNING TIME PER LOAD STEP 1 MIN.
TOTAL NO. OF "'\~OROS'" OR ""BYTES'" PER TEST
CYCLE
200 1< 300"" 60.000
NO OF BITS PER ""WORD"" 8
TOTAL NO OF BITS PER TEST CYCLE 480.000

LOADING PISTON

from CR-39 co-polymer and viewing it in circularly polarized light, the same investigators
were able to evaluate the forces acting between
the discs, and then by an averaging procedure to
determine the stress and velocity-gradient tensor
fields.
Fig. 42 shows the experimental setup
used for those tests. Comparison with the strainincrement tensor showed deviation between principal stress and strain-increment directions of a
magnitude approximately equal to half the angle
of internal friction. Similar tests conducted by
Oda and Konishi (1974a,b) gave qualitatively
similar results.

E
E
0

~

~----- 175 m~·------~

Fig. 43.

LOADING PLATE

;a- - -- ---- I

DEAD LOAD
OR
SPRING LOAD
(IN SPACE)

Fig. 42.

HINGE
POINT

DEAD LOAD
OR
SPRING LOAD
(IN SPACE)

Apparatus for loading photoelastic
disc assembly (Drescher and de
Josselin de Jong, 1972)

Optically sensitive granular materials, consisting of crushed glass particles, have also been
used by Drescher (1976) to investigate flow
rules associated with granular material behavior. A mass of crushed glass particles,
resembling angular, coarse sand is entirely
opaque to light, because of the reflection and
diffraction of light at the particle faces.
However, when the pores are fully saturated with
a liquid having the same refractive index as the
particles, light traversing the mass is not
deflected and the system becomes transparent to
light.
If external loads are applied to the
mass, the interaction between particles in contact produces a stress state within each of
them. Because of the birefringent property of
the glass, the stress state results in an optical effect visible in polarized light. Using

ALUMINUM FRAME
WITH GLASS SIDES

Double simple-shear apparatus in
Drescher tests with optically
sensitive granular materials
(Drescher, 19 76)

Similar test concepts can be visualized as part
of a basic experimental research program performed in space. With the exception of:
(1)
centrifuge tests, performed under body force
fields of less than 1-g per unit mass; (2) tests
under very low or zero effective confining
pressures, and (3) tests utilizing specimens
with very loose and metastable structure in a
one-g environment, all other tests can be performed on earth under identical soil preparation and testing techniques. Accordingly,
four types of experimental modes could be
utilized in such a research program:
1. Soil preparation and testing performed
on earth;
2. Soil preparation and testinq performed
in space;
3. Soil preparation performed on earth;
but soil specimens tested in space;
4. Soil preparation performed in space;
but soil specimens tested on earth.
By comparing experimental results obtained from
tests performed on earth and in space under
identical soil preparation and testing procedures, direct conclusions can be drawn regarding
the relative influence of the earth's gravitational field on the behavior of terrestrial
soils on earth. such information should significantly enhance our ability to resolve
scientific issues on soil behavior under both
quasi-static and dynamic loading conditions and
provide vital inputs enabling the d~velopment of
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a unified set of distinct classes of soil constitutive relations that are truly materially
objective.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
As noted in the Introduction, the purpose of this
paper was threefold:
(1) to familiarize the geotechnical engineering community with the new and
unique testing environment and capabilities that
have become available with the dawning of the
Space Shuttle-Spacelab era; (2) to discuss
several issues on soil behavior which are related to geotechnical earthquake engineering
and which, although are well known to soil
researchers, have reached a state of technological maturity requiring new testing environments
in order to advance the current fundamental
understanding of such phenomena; and (3) to offer
some suggestions as to possible experimental concepts of existing geotechnical testing apparatus
that could be considered for in-space geotechnical research related to earthquake engineering.
It was also pointed out that, in the course of a
long-range basic geotechnical research program
in space, new apparatus will undoubtedly have to
be designed in order to meet the particular constraints of the space environment and operational
capabilities of the Spacelab, and, conversely,
to enable researchers to make full use of the
opportunities offered by the space environment.
Apparatus wi·th limited capabilities in so far as
forcing functions, soil response detection
devices, and data acquisition systems, which may
be sufficient for ordinary engineering purposes
on earth, may not be suitable for higher order
basic research in space.
From preliminary studies which were performed
for the purpose of assessing the feasibility
of integrating with the Spacelab a rather sophisticated and complicated apparatus, currently in
use in terrestrial laboratories (namely, the
"multiaxial" cubical test cell), the following
general conclusions may be drawn regarding other
possible experimental concepts:
(1) Within reasonable limits, there appears
to be no restrictions on specimen or apparatus
weight. However, there may be volume and power
constraints which, as far as the "multiaxial"
cubical cell are concerned, have been complied
with.
(2) With respect to testing techniques, the
in-space laboratory tests currently under consideration are similar to conventional tests
performed on earth.
Thus, direct comparisons
between test results obtained in space can be
made with test results obtained on earth. Soil
response detection, using holographic-, laserinterferometry, or acoustic-emission techniques
may become pronounced in experiments requiring
non-destructive testing. Also, in the space
environment, the preparation of soil samples or
performance of experiments using containerless
processing, as currently planned for other
materials processing in space, may prove to be
both desirable and feasible for certain classes
of geotechnical experiments.
(3) With the current STS capabilities, the
testing time in flight will progressively increase from a few days (up to one week) to a

few weeks (up to one month). However, because
the Spacelab is a reuseable facility, there is
no physical time limitations as to the repetition
of the same experiments in successive flights,
either using the same or different soil types
under the same or different testing conditions
in the same testing apparatus. Under such circumstances, the testing cost per flight for a
given type of test or testing device will
decrease as the number of tests per flight and
number of flights dedicated to that particular
type of testing increase.
(4)
Because the design of the Spacelab is
such that can accept testing apparatus in a
modularized form, different sets of geotechnical
testing devices using the same soil preparation,
soil resoonse instrumentation and data acquisition systems could be used during different
flights. Also, as the in-space experimental
activities progress, auxiliary equipment or
other instrumentation for environmental control,
specimen response detection, and data acquisition
subsystems could become available to geotechnical
experimental systems from a common inventory of
such subsystems, originally developed for other
experiments.
(5)
Because improvements and add-on capabilities to the current STS system are contemplated and because newer generations of STS systems will eventually be developed, the stay time
in orbit will be increasing, culminating to
indefinite periods of time with the advent of
space stations. These additional capabilities
will enable the performance of geotechnical
experiments that normally require long, continuous time spans to be completed. However, the
current capabilities of the STS would provide
sufficient time to perform conventional tests to
assess soil response under monotonic or cyclic
loading, with the possible exception of longterm consolidation or creep-type tests.
(6)
In the process of performing a given
type of experiment in space, new targets of
opportunity for resolving other issues on soil
behavior could become available. Although this
aspect of soil experimentation in space may
appear chancy, it could, nevertheless, yield the
greatest benefits to the fundamental understanding of soil behavior and the art of geotechnical
engineering .
In view of these considerations, the advent of
the space age and, more specifically, the capabilities for several-day experimentation by
trained specialists in a "shirt-sleeve" laboratory-controlled environment, under essentially
zero-gravity and/or ultra-high vacuum conditions,
can offer invaluable and as yet not fully understood opportunities for significant scientific
strides and technological advances in this field
of scientific endeavor.
Furthermore, in view of the fact that some of
the most devastating effects of earthquakes on
life, private and public property, and national
resources are caused by the partial or complete
loss of soil strength during seismic excitation,
and considering that the current annual U.S.
expenditures for construction alone are more
than $100 billion for the country as a whole,
exceeding $20 billion annually for the more
seismic areas, the long-range dividends from
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in-space research on soil behavior compared to
the initial investment for such a long-range
effort may indeed prove to be gratifying.
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